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Evidence All Direct. Signed Statements Not Being Produced.
They Are Held Without Bond.
Stale Expects Early
Conviction.

Postofflceon First Floor-Unit- ed
States Offices Up StaIrsB!ds
Will Be Asked Immediately.
Construction Will Begin by January 1.

Prosecution for ConsDlracv In French Beset by Great Army But
Federal Courts Has Caused
Succeed in Driving Them Off
Commotion Among Union
With Heavy Slaughter to

Boulder, Colo., Sept. 2. J. YV .
Reeves and Frank Kiser, charged
with the murder of I. O. 'Wilson, V.
who
L. Weeks and Ray LaFevre,
were killed as the result of the fire
and explosion at the C. and S. freight
depot in Boulder August 10. have
been bound over for trial to the district court without bail. The next
tern of the district court will be held
during October.
A large number of witnesses were
put on the stand by the state to prove
the fire, explosion and corpus delicti. At the conclusion of the state's
testimony the attorneys for the defense moved that the matter of binding the defendants over be held tn
abeyance for three weeks, on the
introground that the testimony
duced against them was entirely Inno
conviction
sufficient, and that
could be secured upon it. Justice
Holliday overruled the motion.
The signed confession of both Reeves and Klser was not Introduced,
but the gist of its contents was testified to by Deputy Sheriff S. D. Clark,
who Induced the men to confess sep
arately.
Clark Btated that neither
Reeves nor Klser knew the other had
confessed, and that both men were
bluntly told that If they did confess
the fact would be used against them
that
at their trial. Witness declaredproseno reward or Immunity from
was
way,
or
shape
any
form
cution In
offered either defendant.
The Confessions.
The confessions In substance were
as follows: Reeves and Kiser had
gone to Burger's saloon on the night
of August 10 and purchased several
place they
drinks. From Burger's
went to Eck's saloon, where more
drinks were bought and where they
discussed burning out the scabs employed by the C. and S. who were
supposed to be sleeping in a caboose
in the railroad yards.
The men then went to the corner
of Twelfth and Pearl, where Wood
ward and Jeudill left them. Reeves
and Kiser went to the room of Harry
Pool, at the corner of Twelfth and
Snruee. and urged him to get up and
dress and go out somewhere so he
men
could prove an alibi. The two Rail-wax
then went to Twelfth street and
avenue, whore they took waste
from the Journals of a caboose and
after
placed it on the bumpers,
which they set fire to it. Bnin men
Ignited matches for this purpose. Af
ter seeing that the caboose was
burning, the men went to the freight
depot and walked on the piattorm
until they round an empty car.
Force! the Fire.
iReeves Jumped to the ground be
tween the nlatform and the car and
removed oiled waste from the car
journals and threw it Inside the car.
it,
Jumping Inside to light
after
which he threw Inflammable ruWilsh
on the fire to force matters. Kiser
stood near at hand watching the perThe men then went to
formance.
Ninth street and crossed the Ninth
street bridge to the Crystal Springs
brewery, where they met Night Engineer Simmons. They washed grease
and
and grime from their hands
faces with hot water given them by
Leaving
brewery.
Ree
the
Simmons.
ves and Kiser went south to Marine
street, along Marine to Sixth, north
on Sixth across the bridge and to the
railway tracks and thence to the
Burning depot and cars.
Harry PooL testified that he had
advised Reeves and Klser to "keep
their hands oft. as the Colorado and
Southern strike was no affair of
theirs."
testified that .Tendill.
Woodard
when asked by Reeves and Klser If
be knew how to handle dynamite and
powder, said he did. but that he did
not want anything to do with such
things.

Albuquerque's new $200,000 post- office ana tederal building will soon
be a reality.
The plans for the
structure are now nearlng completion

1.
New Vnrlr Sanl 9
All
expectation that President Roosevelt
telane a nana in settling
legraphers' strike disappeared the this
afternoon with the officuU announcement from Oyster Bay that Mr.
Roosevelt had received no appeals
from any source to Interfere and
that he Saw no tlPCOSsltv nr ranvnn
for action on his part, should an ap
peal oe mane,
After a 6.600-mll- e
automobile trip
through Frunce, Germany and Switzerland, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gould,
with the latter's sister, Mrs. A. B.
Coydendale, returned today.
Helen Could May Xot Aid.
One of the first things Mr. Gould
said was that he did not place any
dependence on the statement ihni hi.
sister, Miss Helen Gould, would tn- lenere in tne telegraphers'
strike.
Mr. Gould put it this way:
"My sister knows very well
that
the directors of the "Western Union
Telegraph company
are perfectly
capable of taking care of the situation, and she probably will not Interfere.
I am going to Lyndhurst,
her home, to spend a few days, but
my visit has nothing whatever to do
with the telegraphers' strike. I have
not come home because of the strike
I am satisfied that President dowry
knows what he i about and that
he does not need my advice."
""
Ttirowt Alarms Officers.
w
Chicago, Sept. . Alarm prevailed
among the striking telegraphers
today when word came from New
York that the companies were preparing to bring suit against the union
officials In Ihe federal courts for conspiracy In Interfering
with
business. President Small notified the officials here to Immediately
plan some counter move In court.
The officials fear the same
that beset Eugene Debs and other fate
officials In the great American railway
union strike, which resulted
and landed them in prison.
Both companies say the
Is at
an end as far as they are strike
concerned,
and both claim to be taking on many
disgusted strikers here and in other
cities.
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R. L. Thompson, proprlei ir of th
Matthews dairy and une of the large
real estate hoMers of the i'Uy, va
arrested Saturday charged with lar
ceny.
Fred Hades, an employe o
Thompson was arrested with Thomp
on the same charge.
son
Jesse
Miller, the passenger conductor, made
the complaint.
Ml.ler charges Thompson and Eades
with stealing property from his ranch
south of the city. Thompson put
chased a pump and a boiler from
Miller, and the latter charges that
hauled
when Thompson and Eades
away the machinery purchased tney
goods
they
did not
which
took other
buy
The case will be given a hearing In
Judge Craig's court either this afternoon or tomorrow.
Thompson claims that he purchascharged
ed the goods which he
with stealing.

Officers in East-De- b's
Fate Is Feared.

and some time this fall the specifica
tions will be ready so that contract
ors can bid on the work. In all probwill
have
ability the construction
been begun by January 1.
w
. H.
to
following
Hon.
letter
The
Andrews, delegate to congress for
New Mexico, from W. Taylor, super
vising architect, Is the authority ror
assuming that the erection of the
federal building will not. be delayed
much longer:
"Treasury Department.
"Washington, D. C, Aug. 29,
"Hon. W. H. Andrews, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

"Sir: In accordance with the re
quest contained In your letter of the
15th instant, there has this day been
forwarded under separate cover a set
of the lloor plans for the postofflce
to
building which it Is proposed
erect at Albuquerque, N. M.
are
building
drawings
for the
"The
now nearlng completion, and It Is
the Intention : of this office to have
the work placed upon the market
some time during the fall of the
present year.
"Respectfully,
"W. TATLOR.
Supervising Architect."
.
-- llan Arrive.
The sketch plans of the building
are now In the hands or Delegate
Andrews, having been received from
Washington this morning.
In style the building will be Italian
renaissance, square In shape, two
stories and a basement in height
red tile roof.
with a gently-slopin- g
The dimensions are 80x80 feet and
the main entrance Is at one corner.
In all probability the building will
be constructed of some
brick or stone as the style of the
structure demands this color. While
simple in design, the building will be
elaborate in detail and ornamentation and throughout beautiful. Without a doubt It will be one of the
most beautiful public buildings in the
southwest and one of which this city
may well feel proud.
Four huge arched windows break
the monotony of the first floor on
each side and four smaller windows,
directly above the lower ones, look
out from the second story. The main
entrance at the corner is the most
artistic feature of the structure. The
doorway is arched and surmounted
by elaborate classical decoration, on
the roof directly above the main en
trance is an ornamental superstructure on which is perched the American eagle. At ihls corner also Is the
f.
is
In all the building
quiet and dignified and conveys the
impression of richness.
INmtoflice on i'lrnt Floor.
The main floor of the building is
devoted to the needs of the postof
off
A beautiful lobby opens
flce.
from the main entrance and from
this lobby on each side open two
corridors from which the general de
livery window, carriers
windows,
money order and
registry
room.
office,
postmaster's
private
letter
drops, paper and package drops, etc
are accessable. The big work room,
60x60 feet in dimensions,
for the
postofflce force is to be equipped
with the most modern postofflce
equipment and conveniences. The
lobby and corridors for the public
also, are so arranged as to ullow for
convenience and comfort in transact
ing business. It goes without saying
that these apartments will be richly
decorated and finished. Hard wood
metal, tile and stone work will enter
Into the construction and the ceilings
of the corridors are to be vaulted.
On the main floor three commodious
vaults are to be provided for the use
of the postofflce department. In the
rear a cement floored mailing plat
form will be built for receiving and
shipping mail matter.
Picture ue Interior.
A beautiful curving stairway winds
up to the second story from the lobby on the main floor. This stairway
lia certain resemblance to the grand
stair way of the Grand Opera house
at P.iris and will be the most striking ornamental feature in the interior
of the building.
Federal Offices I Stairs.
The second floor is given over entirely to tlie I'nited Slates court and
federal offices. The court room, 51
by 51 feet 111 dimensions is octagonal
in shape, and off tins room open the
judge's chambers. Jury room and
room. Three larit" federal offices anil a sanitary toilet room open
from one of the two corridors on this
grand
At the head of the
lloor.
stairway ts a luxurious lobby.
The court room will have a pol- g
ished hard wood floor, ornate
and panneling and eight large
pilasters will rise at the angles of the
octagonal apartment. Ewryth'ng in
and decor-stin- g
the equipping,
of Hi's ro.m will lie rich ami
dignified as befits the purpose for
which it Is Intended. Certainly there
is now no court room In the southwest which can compare with the
one of tliij building. The furniture of
this court room wiil all be in keep- -
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LABORERS CELEBRATE
NEW MEXICO

TWO WOMEN HURT AND
HE ATE STRYCHNINE
DELEGATES
MUCH IN EVIDENCE
IN POISONED PIE
HORSE KILLED
. THEIR

Sacramento, Calif., Sept. 2. The
fifteenth national irrigation congress
opened today with thousands of delegates and spectators In attendance at
the first session. Many of the delegates arrived the latter part of last
week, and still others are expecle.
tonight and tomorrow.
The city Is decorated In honor of
the visitors, who come from every
state In the union and there are also
several from foreign countries. New
Mexico Is represented by a large delegation, and Albuquerque, her principal city, will be a candidate for the
next convention.
The New Mexico
boosters are "making hay" while the
convention lasts and that territory
will secure many advantages as a result of their having come here. Col.
R. E. Twltchell, of Las Vegas, Is the
leader of that delegation.
Interesting Sessions.
The convention was called to order
this morning at 10 o'clock by the
president of the congress, and a number of welcome addresses and responses will occupy the afternoon session.
Tonight the real session of the congress will begin and addresses on
topics connected with Irrigation will
occupy the time of the delegation.
Vice President Fairbanks Is hero,
and he will deliver an address during the congress.
It is estimated that not less thai.
15,000 people are here to attend the
congress and the irrigated land and
forest protection Interstate exposition,
which will take place at the close of
the session.
lug with the richness of tha
ings.

finish-

Evanston, Wyo., Sept. 2. At the
term of the district court, which begins here, the first trial of a woman
for murder In this county will bi
held. The defendants are Mrs. Anna
L. Bruce and her daughter. Miss Annie Bruce, both of Smoot, this county.
They are charged with murdering
James Bruce, husband and .father.
All of the parties are well known In
the county, having resided at Almy
for several years before moving to
Smoot. Bruce conducted a small
store at Smoot, and owned a ranch
.bout two miles from town.
On the morning of March 21, Mr.
Bruce and two sons went to the ranch
to do some work. The boys ate their
breakfast before starting out, but Mr.
Bruce's breakfast was carried along
In a basket, he preferring to eat later
A pie. which his wife
in the day.
and daughter had baked the previous
day, comprised a part of the lunch.
Strychnine 111 Fie.
Out In the field Bruce ate his
lunch, and when he got to the pie.
noticed a peculiar taste, and called
the attention of one of his sons to
the matter.
Before eating any considerable portion of the pie. Bruce was seized with
severe pains In the stomach, followed by convulsions, lie died In less
than an hour.
Before he lost consciousness Bruce
is alleged to have told Bishop Craney
and other neighbors who had been
called to his assistance, that he had
been poisoned with strychnine In the
pie, and before he died he told ii'.s
oldest boy to save the piece of .e
for examination by the authorities.
The boy took the pie home, and when
he told his mother about saving ii.
she Is alleged to have thrown it into
the creuk.
The coroner Investigated the affair
and after the autopsy, portions of the
stomach were sent to the state uniThis analysis
versity for analysis.
showed a large quantity of strychnine.
It Is said some friction existed in
the Bruce family, beginning several
years ago when Mr. Bruce was away
Mormon
on
a mission f r the
entireties. These alleged differences
were patched up for a time. It is alleged that a young farmer residing In
the vicinity of the Bruce home may

Boiler Kooins Down Stairs.
The basement of the building will
be devoted to the boiler room, etor-ag- e
rooms, fuel rooms, railway service room. Janitor's
room. swing
room and toilets. This basement has
on
windows opening
the street and
will be light sanitary
and commodious.
The plans for the federal building
In the hands of Delegate Andrews
through whose efforts the federal
building was secured for Albuquerque, are sketch plans drawn on the
of an inch to the foot
scale of
by the architects In the employ of
the government at Washington unInvolved in t lie case.
der the direction of t tie supervising be
architect, W. Taylor.
Assassinated.
Ierslun Premier Sept.
1. Mlrsa
Tefleruii, Per-Furmer lU of Sunstroke.
All Khan, the Persian premier, was
n. Andrew shot and killed when leaving the naLincoln, Neb., Sept.
Sundean. a carpenter,
died this tional council Saturday night. Two
morning from the effects of sun- soldiers were also killed. One assasstroke. He wis overcome with heat sin committed suicide, one was ariaej.
yesterday.
rested, and one
u.

Tucumcarl, N. M., Sept. 2. Misses
Bradley and Rober, two teachers who
attended the county teachers' Institute, had a narrow escape from death
while attempting to cross the Rock
Island tracks at the coal chute cross
lug here. Their horse was killed, the
buggy smashed, and Miss Bradley's
skirt necanie entangled In a switch
engine's wheels as she fell from the
broken buggy, resulting In her being
dragged for some distance. Both she.
ami .miss itouer were oauiy Druiseu
but escaped alive.
The crossing Is a dangerous place
and the two young ladies drove upon
it after exercising all possible precaution. A switch engine on the opposite
side of the chutes was just starting
toward them when they reached that
track, the engineer being unable to
see them.
The buggy was struck
squarely In the center and demolished, while the horse fell across the
track and was Instantly killed.
Miss Koher was thrown out on one
side and badly bruised, but she lay
perfectly still alongside the track until the engine stopped. Miss Bradley
was thrown against the drive wheels
of the locomotive and their movement
threw her outward, thus saving her
life, though her skirt became tangled
In Ihe wheels und she was badly In
jured before she could be extricated.
WOMAN PUTOFFTRAIN

DIES

AS

A

RESULT

Chicago. III.. Sept. 1. A trip tak
en to the southwest lux the purpose
of regaining her health led Mrs. Lm- ma Johnson to un insane asylum and
at last to her grave. Returning from
her visit to relatives In New Mexico,
.Mrs. Johnson was provided with a
"scalper's" ticket by relatives.
The
ticket was made out to Identify a
blonde, but Mrs. Johnson was a bru

nette, and, being totally unacquainted
hut was expected of her, did
with
not deny the manner in which the
ticket came Into her possession. Being unable to pay her fare, she was
put off the train In the middle of the
great southwesti desert and left to
wander rrlendless and witnout money.
When found by a railroad section
gang she was staggering In the sun.
miles from habitation, almost crazed
by thirst, fatigue and hunger.
Her
mind, shattered by the terrible experience, never recovered its balance. She
died today in the asylum at Dunning,
a raving maniac.

JHEIR

HOLIDAY

New York, Sept. 2. More than five
million members of labor organizations today celebrated the one day In
the year set apart In most states and
territories of the union as a tribute
to those who earn their dully bread.
The general situation throughout the
country is good from a labor standpoint. Wages were never so high
nor were there ever so many at work.
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While there was no official Labor
day celebration today by the local
labor unions, yet there are holiday
"doings" nevertheless. The cool recesses of Bear canyon harbor a number of picnic parties which left the
city early enough this morning to
see the Daniel's comet and no doubt
Iabor day will be fittingly commorat-e- d
by these revellers in the moun-tiun- s.
There was considerable taik
among the various unions a few
weeks ago of holding a big parade
today, but plans were never formulated and hence the absence of .
demonstration. A parade In the morning Is a great deal of trouble and
breaks In on the holiday, preventing
excursions to tha mountains, so the
idea was not put Into execution. At
this time when there Is no special
need for a labor union demonstration
It was felt that the day should be
left free to the enjoyment
of the
workmen and their families. A holiday which Is crowded with ceremonies is In fact no holiday.
For those who have remained In
the city today there are attractions
enough. The double-heade- r
baseball
game between the Cliftons and the
Browns at Traction park promises to
be lively and interesting. The ground.-whicyesterday were In bad condition ou account of the rains, have
dried up considerably and are now in
excellent shape to play on. Tonight there will be a big dance at the
Casino at which Ellis' orchestra will
furnish the music.
In honor of the holiday ail the
business houses of the city have clos
ed their doors; not a barber shop is
open and since they were closed yesterday also, there are unusually large
numbers of men walking the streets
with whiskers that need pushing la,
pulling out or cutting off.
h

Tangier, Morocco,
Sept. 2. All
the foreign residents of Fe except
the American
missionaries arrived
here today by way of El Aralsh and
were welcomed with hearfelt enthus-lsby the entire diplomatic corps.
Although warned by the American
minister, Samuel R. Gum mar, to leave
Fea with the other Christian residents, the missionaries elected to remain and continue their
'crk at
their own risk. The entire foreign
colony thrills with admiration for
this devoted band of Christian workers and Is anxious regarding
their
safety.
Communication
between here and
Fez has been practically cut off as a
result of Ralsuli's victory over the
troops of the sultan ana he is now
master of the Intermediary region.
The French cruiser Du Chayla ha
arrived here from Lorche with refugees from Fez.
Would Confer With French
Paris, France, Sept. 2. The Matin'-CasBlanca correspondent says that
Saturday's attack obviously was directed by a person thoroughly cort
versant with the methods of modern
warfare.
The correspondent
adds
that the native made a splendid
charge and only the shells Trom the
Glolre broke it. The ' nuwspaper cor- respondents had a narrow escape
from capture. One of them had his.
mule killed.
The correspondent also says that
an Arab fugitive has come into Casa
Blanca bringing a copy of Mulal
Hang's letter, In which he requests
the tribesmen to make no further
attacks on the Frenchmen, saying h
hopes to arrive today, when "I will
confer with the French, and If good
comes from it. It will be for all; if
not, I will Join my forces with yours
and lead you."
KKHrtaeuUr Fight.
Casa Blanca, Morocco, Sept. 2.
The fighting near the French camp
between the Moors and the forces
under General Drude was one of the
most serious engagements since the
occupation
of Casa Blanca. The
Moorish attack was quite unexpected
and the tribesmen, as on previous occasions, showed absolute fearlessness.
The eald with the red coat was again
prominent, and his flaming Bernou.se
was seen In the thickest of the fray.
This engagement, like that of August
IS, began with the ambushing of a
French recounoiterlng
party
by
Moorish cavalry.
The French at first drove the
enemy, but the natives received reinforcements, and this obliged Genera)
Drude to send out a detachment to
his reconnoiterlng party.
extricate
After the first conflict It was believed
that the engagement was over, but
as soon as the natives had been reIn great
inforced they reappeared
numbers from two directions.
The
Spahls and irregular Algerian cavalry, who composed the reconnoiterlng
party, found themselves almost surrounded by the second attack, but
they formed a square and slowly fell
back until the reinforcements arrived. Then the tide of battle turned.
12,000 Moors Engaged.
Cavalry charged, the Moors, sabering them furiously, and the enemy
finally broke and tied tn disorder, lit
the meanwhile the French warships
had showered shells Into the hills,
where the natives were sheltered. The
engagement lasted three hours. The
line of buttle extending over 2 miles
and It Is estimated that over 12.000
Moors were engaged.
The loss of
the latter Is not known, but It Is believed to have been heavy.
French
officers counted the bodies of twenty-Moor- s
In one roadway.
The French
loss
was fifteen men killed ani
wounded.
Sunday afternoon
another French
reconnoiterlng party was attacked by
1.500 Moors.
The natives, however,
were beaten off with the aid of the
guns of the cruisers Glolre and Guey-doThese two vessels also bombarded the beach beyond Casa Blanca, where a force of Moorish cavalry
had gathered. The Moors were soon
dispersed by the fire.
m

n.

SUICIDED BECAUSE
OF NAN PATTERSON
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. i. Dr. John
Brlttyu of this city, who committed
suicide In St. Louis yesterday, supposedly because he lost 11,500 in
backing a massage parlor, is today
reported to have sought death because
of an Infatuation for Nan Patterson.
Dr. William Martin, a friend of
the suicide, received a letter today
which Brlttyu had written the day
before he took his life. While he refuses to make known the contents,
he Intimates that Brlttyu killed himself because Nan Patterson had soon..
eJ hi attentions.

--
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

IS BEING

WORK

PUSHED ON
SIERRA
President

Nlckerson Tells
New Yorkers All About

SAID CURRY

brnkes so suddenly that the passengers were badly shaken up and some
of them fell out InM the niles. Had
the train gone twenty feet further it
would have run Into the first small
gnp in the track caused by the rising
river, and It had to be backed for
considerable distance to keep It from
sinking Into the softened ground."
WRECKED MOUNTAIN
ENGINE IN SHOPS.
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 2. Engine No.
184, of the Alamogordo & Sacramento Mountain railway, that was overturned while coming down the mountain from Cloudcroft light, killing Engineer Welby, has been brought here
and placed In the Southwestern back
shops for rebuilding. The engine was
completely stripped by the fall and
the cab, stenm and sand domes torn
from It. At the place where It left
y
Is unthe track the
usually rough and as the mountain
climber was going at a high rate of
speed when It was ditched, almost all
of the upper works was torn off. It
will be given a general overhauling
In the shops and will be again put
back In commission on the mountain
division.
right-of-wa-

His Line.

Now York, Sept. 2. PrtJ'dent II.
R. Nlcfcerson, of the Sierra Madre &
Pacific railroad. Is upending; a month
here In the Interests of his road. Mr.
Nlckerson In personally interesting a
number of New Tork bunkers In the X1XE HOI K DAY IS
extensions of the Sierra Madre line.
GRANTED MACHINISTS
When Interviewed Mr. .Nlckerson
Chlrago, 111.. Sept. 2. Through an
stated:
"There are few railroads In
agreement
which becomes effective
Mexico that can compare In mineral,
boiler-make-

timber,
and agricultural resources
with the Sierra Madre. The road has
been completed
from El Paso to
Casas Grandes and active construction has been started on the connecting link between the latter place and
Santo Toman, a station on the Chihuahua & Pacific.
At Nallurachle
Pass. 10 miles north of Panto Tomas,
a branch has been built connecting
Madrea, Tumosachlc and other camps
of the lumber belt.
"Shipments of lumiber are now being made over this branch from Madera to Temoscachlc. where connection Is made with the Chihuahua &
Pacific.
Pu.xlilnjr Work.
"From Tomas south it Is proposed
to build the line to a point near El
Trlco, where the line will branch one
running to Tapolobampo and the other to Uuaymas, both are ports on the
Pacific coast, and have excellent harbors.
"South of Casas Grandes the roaJ
runs through one of the richest agricultural districts In the country.
Around Casas Grandes are located a
number of Mormon colonlea. The
road runs through the largest pine
forest on the continent. It wilt tap
Concheno, Xavldad and other famous
mining districts of Chihuahua.
"At El Paso connections are made
with six railroads, and on the Pacific
we will have two deep water ports.
The Sierra Madre runs through a
country whose future development Is
unlimited and whose possibilities have
only been touched.
"The position which the Mexican
government lately took in regard to
the Central American troubles, and
her Influence In maintaing peace
among her turbulent neighbors has
done much to remove the false Im
pression tn the east that Mexico Is
revolutionary
and unstable.'
past year has witnessed a large The
Investment of New Tork capital
In
Mexican mines, and the banker Is beginning to reallxe the possibilities of
railroad development In Mexico."

tomorrow all the machinists,
and other mechanics in the
shops of the Chicago, Milwaukee and
St. Paul railroad are granted a nine-howorkday. The order affects
about 150U skilled workmen. The
managements of the Great Northern
Pacific railroads
and the Northern
also conceded the machinists a nine-howage Increase
a
workday and
of 3 'i cents an hour, making the new
scale 40 cents an hour on the eastern
end of the roads and 42 cents on the
Pacific coast.
Negotiations are now pending between the machinists and the managements of all the railroads In the
workday.
northwest for the nine-ho-

rs
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ur

ur

ROCK ISLAND OFFICIAL
1)1 ES OX PASSENGER TRAIN
City of Mexico, Sept. 2. W. H.

Ford, general freight and passenger
agent of the Rock Island railroad,
for northern Mexico with headquarters In Torreon, died In his berth on
a Pullman car near Reata, at about 2
o'clock Wednesday morning.
Mr. Ford became quite 111 two or
three days before, and was confined
to his bed at the Hotel Salvador. He
was suffering with general peritonitis
which followed a severe hemorrhage
of the stomach, causing congestion of
that organ. Mr. Ford was advised to
go to a lower altitude as quickly as
possible, as his heart showed a weak
action. Accordingly he took the train
Tuesday night for Monterey. Intending to enter some hospital there the
following morning.
FRISCO PAYS HEAVY
FEE FOR FILING PAPERS
Jefferson City. Mo., Sept. 2. E. H.
Abbott of the tax department of the
St. Louis and San Francisco railroad,
today filed In the office of the secretary of State articles showing an Increase In the capitalization
from
$100,000,000 to 1200,000,000. The fee
which was paid to the state was $50,-00the largest. It Is said, ever realized by the state from a single transaction of this character. It will bring
to the state something over $4 per
day In Interest. The treasury, apprised of Mr. Abbott's coming, was
held open nearly three hours after
the regular closing hour to receive
this fee, and It begins bearing Interest from this date.
In response to a request from the
officers of the territorial fair association, the Santa Fe railway company will pay on the 10th of October
Instead of the 16th as Is usual. The
American Lumber company has been
requested to do likewise, and H Is
expected they will respond also. The
fair association is spending $20,000
on the fair and is pulling every string
possible to get m even.
m
m
A. XV. Anson, the Albuquerque contractor, has been awarded the contract for the new storehouses to be
built at the local shops. The work
of construction will begin upon the
arrival of the material.
0,

SORES

OLD

An old sore or ulcer is only a symptom, an cu..ct for the impurities and
.
.
.
....
.
arm , m tl.a 11
.
long as i..:s
uu us
remains in
this impure, contaminated state the place will never her.l. tittm
The application
of salves, washes, powders, etc., may cause the spot to scab over, but a fresh
outpouring of diseased matter from the Hood starts it
and thus goes
n gradually growing worse and slowly affecting the entire health itof
the
u, l,lT- - Aaere are many ways in which the b'.ood becomes
contaminated
1BUDCu.
a long speii oi sickness breeds disease germs in the system,
the failure of the clirai native members to remove the refuse and waste matter
of Lie body the excessive use of mineral medicines in certain diseases, all
inlect the blood with morbid matter and perms tvliirti crwm
- , . : .
.
r
rufucaa a 1..1
Ifckti llV
-B Lir1ll'itwuu
y
r
are
inncniea blood
Tery apt to be afflicted with Bores and ulcers. The tarnt may lie taint
dormant
during younrj, vigorous life, but when middle age is reached or passed and
the natural energies begta to grow weaker, the tissues in some weak point
break down and a chronic core is formedd kept open by the constant
drainage of impure Matter from the bloodyf the cause is not removed the
iwre will continue to grow worse by eating deeper into the flesh, festering
discharging, and slowly undermining the constitution. S. S S heals old
sores by going down to the very bottom of the trouble driving out the
Impurities and building up thecntire circulation. When S. S. S. has removed
the cause the blood becomes rich and healthy, the sore begins to heal new
flesh is forced, and soon the place is cured.
Do not defend on
applications, which do not reach the blood, but begin the use of S. Sexternal
S and
remove of the cause, nrA t!ien the sore must heal. Book on Sores and Ulcer
ad medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
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Exchange of Clothing Ac- Tucson Woman Discovers Her
Right to Share of Valcounted For Mistake Con
cernlng Present Governor.
uable Mine.
2.
Colo.,
Sfpt.
That
Trinidad.
George Curry, territorial governor of
New Mexico, was once officially declared dead by a coroner's Jury of
Las Animas county. Is an lnterstlng
bit of history that hns Just come to
light through exchange of letters between Town Marshal George W.
of Segunilo, and the new governor of the territory.
Early In the eighties, Mr. Tltsworth
was a Justice of the peace and was
called upon to hold an inquest over
the body of an unknown man found
on the plains thirty miles east of this
city. A Jury of cowpunchers was
summoned and an Investigation was
held. Cards In the pockets of a vest
on the remains caused the Jury to
return a verdict that "George Curry"
came to his death from sunstroke.
Some baggage checks were also found
bearing the name of the Trinidad
hotel. Several weeks later Mr.
being in Trinidad and remembering about the baggage checks,
called at the Trinidad hotel, placed
the proceedings of the Inquest before
the hotel clerk and asked him If he
knew anything of the man. As the
clerk glanced over the record a look
of surprise deepened on his face and
Anally he ejaculated, "That's me; I
am George Curry." In view of the
startling statement it was decided to
exhume the body and hold another
Inquest. A Mr. Frankel
was then
county coroner and a funher Investigation revealed that the dead man
was John Lynn, of Cleveland.
What Caused It.
At the time. Mr. Currv explained
that he was living In Raton at the
time of the man's death and had
come over to Trinidad to play base
ball. He and Lynn had roomed together at the hotel and In the morning the eastern man had carried off
Curry's waistcoat by mistake. During
tne interim between the first Inquest
and the discovery of the mistake In
tne name, Mr. Curry had accepted a
position as clerk In the local hotel.
The following letters are self ex
planatory:
Segundo. Colo.. Aug. 21.
"Hon. George Curry, Gov. Territory
or .New Mexico.
"Dear Sir: Back In the elsrhtles 1
held an Inquest over a corpse supposed to have been one George Curry.
in pocKei or coat round on the corpse
there were letters of recommendation
also papers showing honorable discharge from the United State service.
This happened In Las Animas county,
Colorado, east of Trinidad, about 30
miles. We afterward found out that
the name of the victim was John
Lynn, from Cleveland. Ohio. Death
caused by sunstroke.
"I am writing to ask If you are
the George Curry we have reference
to. If you are the man, allow me to
congratulate
you upon becoming
governor of two territories since this
Inquest was held.
"It seems that the report of your
death. If you were the man, was
'greatly exaggerated.'
"I had learned since that George
Curry had been killed In some manner.
"If you can spare the time It would
be a great favor If you will answer
this letter at your earliest convenience, obliging,
"Yours verv truly.
"GEO. W. TITSWORTH,
"Marshal."
Governor Writes of Occurence.
Governor Curry promptly answered:
"Department of the Interior, Territory of New Mexico, Office of the
Executive.
"Santa Fe, Aug. 24, 1907.
"Dear Sir: The corpse you refer
to was undoubtedly supposed to be
myself, as at that time I lived !n
Raton and went to Trinidad to play
base ball. My recollection Is that a
man named Lynn and myself occupied the same room, and that when
we got up the next morning he put
on my vest, which contained
some
letters In Its Inside pocket. Therefore
I had the pleasure of reading an account of my own death after my return home. An Incident of this nature happened In the Philippines
when I was governor of one of the
provinces there. While In a fight I
became cut off from my men and
was missing for several days, and It
was reported that I had been killed,
but turned up all right.
"Will be pleased to hear from you
at any time, and with kind regards,
i remain,
"Respectfully yours.
"GEORGE CURRY.
"George XT. Tltsworth, Esq., Segundo, Colorado."
Tits-wort-

Tits-wort-

"GILA MONSTER" ROAD
AFRAID OF WATER.
The Gila monster may be able to
stand a little water, but It Is more
at home on the arid desert, and that
la probably the reason why the railroad In Arizona, known as the "Gila
Monster," Is suffering so much from
the recent rains.
The management of the Gila Valley, Globe & Northern has Issued a
bulletin stating that it must refuse
to accept either freight or passengers
for the next six or eight days at
least.
The O. V., G. & N. Is a Southern
Pacific feeder, and its 124 miles of
track extend from Bowie on the Tucson division to Olobe, Ariz.
Rains
on Its mountain curves are serious
troubles, and washouts are frequent
and troublesome In occurrence.
The recent rains that have been
troubling the other roads of the
southwest have evidently reached out
In Arlxona to the G. V., G. & N., for
or Toieao,
a complete tie-u- p
of the road for 8Ute of Ohio, ctty
Lucas County.
eight days means that a great part
C'henney
J.
oath that he
Frank
trackage
of its
has been swept away Is senior partner of makes
the firm of F. J.
In the mountain torrents.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo. County and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the sum
TRACKWALKER SAVED
HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
A PASSENGER TRAIN. of ONE!
every case of Catarrh that cannot
Sept. 2. "If It and
El Paso, Tex.,
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
hadn't been for the trackwalkers this Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
side of Vinton, No. 10 might have Bworn to before me ana subscribed In
presence, this 6th day of December,
had a ibad wreck the other night," my
said a Santa Fe trainman, who came A. D. lfctO.
A. W. QLEASON,
in on No. 9 Saturday, several hours
Notary Public.
(Seal.)
late.
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken Internally
"The trackwalkers discovered that and acta directly on the blood and mubad washout near Vinton and a man cous surfaces of the system. Bend for
was sent down the road to flag No. testimonials free.
CO., Props.,
F. J. CHENET
10 on which I was working.
When
Ohio.
letw than a mile from the washout he Take Hall's Family PillsToledo.
for constipa- THIEF
heard the train coming and by des- tion.
perate signaling with his lantern, succeeded In getting the engineer to A WANT AD Cows out a few cents
,
stop.
but a few lines in The Citizen will
bring; you what you want.
"The engineer had to put on the
.
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Tucson, Ariz.,
2. For the
Sept.
past five years, within a stone's throw
of Stone avenue, a woman by the
name of Jade Walker has been living
In abject poverty, all this time realizing, as she claims, that she la the
only heir of a man who, upon his
death bed, willed her a half interest
In an estate valued (it almost a million dollars.
John L. Walker, the only millionaire in Arizona In the early '50s, is
alleged to have been the woman's
father, and when he died 13 years
ago in his home In San Francisco u
conservative entimate placed the value
of his estate at about $00,000.
Jade Walker, the woman living In
d
this city. Is a
Cherokee Indian, her mother, Walker's wife, being a
member of thin
tribe. John D. Walker was the owner of the Vekol sliver mine, located
thirtyeight miles southwest of Casa
Grande, In Pinal county, which was
sold Just a few days ago for $250,000
to a party of Alabama capitalists.
Hearing of the sale of this mine, Miss
Walker at once decided to take steps
to secure her share of :he money, and
beyond doubt, within the next few
weeks, a suit will bj tiled in the district court here t3 res'.rsl.i the Daggs
brothers of Phoenix, who hold a
mortgage on the stock of the mine,
from transferring the property to the
southern men.
it cad of Her Riches.
A reporter this afternoon called
upon Miss Walker at her home located near the Southern Pac'fc freight
depot, and questioned her regarding
the probability
of
a suit being
Drougnt.
"The first I ever knew of the sale
of the Vekol mine was when 1 ruad
that a party of southerners had made
a partial payment of $ 10.000 to A. J.
and R. E. Daggs of Phoenix for the
property.
very
I, myself, am
In
straitened circumstances,
but have
city
in
who
will advance
this
mends
me the money to make the legal fight
for what is already rightfully mine,"
she said to the reporter.
' My rather died thirteen years ago
In San Francisco and J have been Informed by people who know beyond a
doubt, that shortly before he passed
away he made a will leaving one-ha- lf
of his entire estate to me. It It
my candid opinion, which I do not
hesitate in expressing publicly, that
an uncle of mine, who was present at
father's deathbed, destroyed the will,
and set In a claim, together with an
other uncle, William Walker, for my
father's estate.
Wll! Destroyed.
"I had no money at that tlm to
contest their claim, and although
there was some trouble over the settlement of the estate, I never received
My uncle, whom I believe
a cent.
to have destroyed the will, has been
dead for some years and on his deaih.
bed he expressed himself as willing
to make a fair and Just settlemeni
with me. The effort on his part to
make the reparation due me, however, was toon put an end to by ta
members of the family. Sly other
uncle, William Walker, who Is it
present living in California, lien took
over the estate and under his control
It Is gradually lessening. There still
remains the Vekol mine, however,
which is rightfully mine, and If nothing prevents, I intend to take the
matter to court In an endeavor to secure my rightful share of what remains of my father's one time vast
estate."
The Vekol at one time was numbered among the world's greatest silver
mines, and it Is estimated that over
five million dollars has been taken
from it. There are over twenty miles
of underground workings in the mine.
After the mine was turned ever to
John li. Walker's brothers a considerable sum of money was loaned on
it by the Daggs brothers of Phoenix,
and they finally, in default of payment, took possession of the mine,
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tive organs are Vept strong
and healthy by using the
It cures Poor
Bitters.

Appetite, Dyspepsia, In
digestion,
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DO VOl' GUT THE C1TIZKNT

Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Citi- zen is able to secure will now
and then fall to deliver your pa- per and also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
and then unthinkingly approp- riate The Citizen left at your
door and forget to return It,
this paper has arranged with
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy In
the event that youra fails to
reach you. There is no addition- al expense to you. I; your pa- per does not reach you by reg- ular carrier call up the Postal
Telegraph
company
PHONE
NUMBER 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will Bupply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers and you can get
your paper rain or shine.
HF.MEMBEK THE NUMBER
PHONE 36.
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Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A. Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
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J. Korber & Co.
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Frank Brown, of Santa Fe, is
pending the day In the city.
Miss Mary Gormley has returned
to Santa Fe after a week's visit In
Las Vegas.
Dr. C. H. Connor, who has been
visiting at his former home at Klm-vlllMo., has returned to this city.
Solomon Spit, of Santa Fe, left
this morning for Chicago and other
polnti In the east. He will be absent a week or ten days.
Misses Adelaide Franj and Florence
Olive and A. O. Wheeler have
to Las Vegas after a visit of
a few days in Santa Fe.
Lft me paper and paint your
house.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Airs. V. A. McKenzIc and daughPrompt attention to mail orders.
ters, who have been spending the
summer at Ocean Park, will leave
J. D. EMMONS, successor to Stacy & Co.
there next month for Los Angeles,
where they are now residing.
9ourn ttaconaiana La a a
Miss Helen Gildersleeve, of Santa
Fe, has gone to Socorro, where she
has secured a position as teacher In
the public schools for the coming
term.
621 North First Street.
Mrs.
Pbone No. 481
Frank Dlbert, daughters
Misses Heloise and Diberta, and son,
Scott Dlbert, of Santa Fe, will leave
this week on a visit to Kansas City,
Topeka and Eureka.
Kansas. They
formerly resided at Eureka.
Miss May Spitz, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. S. Spit7, returned ti Santa
Fe last night from Ocean Park, Cal.,
where she has been the guest during
3
the past three ni nths of Miss
Mciveuzle, formerly of Santa
K. Shi- had a very rlajant visit.
G. H. Frost, who has spent hii vacation for the past six weeks with
his parents in Santa Fe, left Sunday
for Koswell to resume his studies at
the New Mexico Military Institute.
He la captain of Company A, of the
cadet corps, and will graduate next
Southwestern Brewery
June.
A Ice Company.
iMlss Edith Turner, of Grand Junction, Colo., has returned to her home
after a short visit in Santa Fe aB
the guest of her cousins, Mr. and
THE
Mrs. Alan R. McCord.
She stopped
there while en route from California
points, where she had beea sojourning for some time.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Mrs. Henry L. Waldo and Miss
Waldo, wife and daughter of Judge
Henry L. Waldo, who have been in
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rodin;
Santa Fe for two weeks and thereMr.
after visited with
and Mrs. A. T.
Rogers, at Las Vegas, Mrs. Rogers
Albtsqtserqtse, New Mexico
First and Marquette
being the youngest daughter of Judge
and Mrs. Waldo, have returned to
their Kansas City home.
e
Mrs. J. P. Delgado, daughter
of OseK)K)ettex33ex-Benjamin M. Read, of Santa Fe, left
Saturday for Cananea, Mcxl;o, where
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
her husband Is now locatei, having a
position with the Ca'iana ConsoliST.
MALL. Proprietor
dated Copper company. Mr. Jtcad
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Care. Ahart-itiaccompanied his daughter a far as
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aaJ Iroa
Albuquerque and she was Joined by
her husband at Naco and accompafronts for Buildings.
nied the remainder of the distance t
nopmirm on Mining and mill Moohlnory a Bpoolaltr
Cananea.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
o
"KverybtKly Should Knoiv."
000KmD9093m09CmoaX3a)
ays O. G. Hays, a prominent business man of lilufT, Mo., that Buck-ten'- s
Arnica Salve Is the quickest
Hid surest healing salve ever applied
to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
oafe of piles.
I've used It and know
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
vhut I'm talking about." Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25c.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM- S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full measure.
KL PASO WILL PLAY
BUILDIXO
Plaster, Lime, Cemeat.
PAPER Always In stock.
AT lmT 1IAY.VUU.
Paint. Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc
Silver City. X. M., Sciit. 2. (Special.)The Kl Paso and Silver City
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW HEX.
baseball clubs were to have played at
Athletic park In this city Sunday anJ
Monday afternoons, but owing to the
"tteOaV0aX3KM0aK)e0
Santa Fe being five hours late Sun
day. the game was postponed.
The
A, C. Bn.ICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite their friends to Disks
101
Pa.o team will go to Kurt LlayaiJ
to line up against the soldiers on
New Mexico headquarters at
Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons.
I'll stop your pain tree.
To show
you first before you spend a penny
vhat my Pink Pain Tablets can io, I
Los Angeles, Calif 6rnia
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
them Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablets.
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Period pains, etc., are due alone to blood
attention to guetts Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
congestion.
Dr. Snoop's Headachs
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Tablets simply kill pain by coaxing
Depot and beach Una cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
way the unnatural blood pressure.
That Is all. Address Dr. Snoop, Ramo9090omomomomomcyaxjm
cine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
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St. Louis, Sept. 2. Irl B. Hicks,
the famous weather prophet, says
that September will be stormy, that
storms will sweep progressively over
the country from the 4lh to the 7th
and that seismic shocks will be felt
In many plates within 4S hours of
noon of the "th. The second storm
period, he says, will be central on
the Slh, loth and 11th. Severe storms
ATTEMPTS
are to be expected lrom the 14th to
the lth, ami another storm period Is
The fifth
TO MURDER FAMILY predicted Sept.
storm period will be central on the
27th to the 29th.
New Tork, Sept. 2. A murderous
RHEUMATIC FOLKS.
thief crept into the house of Charles
Verrall, an attendant of the Metro- Arc You Sure Your Kidneys are Well?
politan Museum of Art, who lives at
225 East Eighty-thir- d
street, with his
Many rheumatic attacks are due to
wife and five children, at 3 o'clock
thb morning, and tried to kill the uric acid in the blood. But the duty
of
the kidneys Is to remove all uric
entire family by turning on the gas
acid from the blood. Its presence there
Jets in the kitchen range.
Mrs. Verrail's
J baby shows the kidneys are inactive. Don't
cried, and the lives of all were saved, daily witn ' uric acid solvents." You
as the mother was aroused to attend might go on till doomsday with them,
to the Infant and discovered
the but until you cure the kidneys you
will never get well. Doan'a Kidney
opened Jets.
When she had again retired the Pills not only remove urlo acid, but
thief once more turned on the gas, cure the kidneys and then all danger
and again the wife and mother de- from uric acid Is ended.
Anselmo Armljo, living at 124 Cer-rllllected it, whereupon she aroused her
street, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
husband.
"For several years my wife suffered a
great deal from backache, pain In
No More Chi us Allowed.
.
the back of her head and rheumatism.
Silver City, N. M ., Sept. i.
lal.) Owing to several shootings that Medicines that she used proved of litor no avail until she commenced
have taken place In thla city recently tle
in and around valoontt. Justice New- - with Doan'a Kidney Pills, which we
had
the good fortune to learn of and
comb nan warned all saloon men that procured
box a.t Ireland'
Pharhe will enforce the law In regard to macy. Thea genuineness
of this mediallowing any guns of any description
as
a cure for the kidneys was
in or around a place where intoxi- cine
amply proven In her case. After using
cating liquors are sold.
rive boxes she was a well woman and
ha enjoyed good health ever since.
For an Impair! .l!X't lie.
I make this
unsolicited beTo
Improve the appetite
and ing prompted to do so that I may
strengthen the digestion try a few show my appreciation of this remedy,
doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and Doan's Kidney pills."
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. SeiU. of De
For sale by all denllers. Price 50e
troit, Mich., says: "They restored my Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y..
appetite when Impaired, relieved me sole agents for the United States.
of a bloated feeling and caused a
Remember the name Doan's and
pleusant and satisfactory movement take no other.
19.
of the bowels." Prl'e 25 cents. Samples free. At.
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlaen.
(S-c-

If you expect to get the
full measure of enjoyment
out of life you must first see

half-bree-

SEPTEMBER

FOR THIS WEEK.
Bedsteads $1.50 and up:
50c and up: Steel Couches. 13
and up; Steel Springs $2 and up;Chairs
Imported
Band Teas, II a set;
Imported Gold Band Dinner Plates K5c; ArtGold
Squares $3.50 and up;
"" out at cost; carpets zac yard and up; Mat-tinlac yard and up.
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BALDRIDGE

The Hollenbeck Hotel
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SMUBBLINGCASE ENGLISH TOILERlFRENCH

INVOLVING

SUBSISTS ON

GROCERS

LITTLE

Officers Find Goods at Juarez Tea and Soup Diet Hardly
Compares With American
Without Proper
Brother.
Receipts.
El Paso. Tex., Sept. 2. Apparently the smuggling revelations of Juarez are not yet ended. Following
the searching of the grocery establishment of Pedro Varela. located
south of Juarez public market, goods
:o the value of over $1,000 were held
yesterday by the customs officials as
illegally entered Into Mexico.
The revelations were brought about
by accident. The Varela firm sent a
shipment bf seven sacks of flour to
the Sierra Madre station and before
the material was shipped It was inspected by one of the customs officers,
and a demand was made on the shipper to show his papers for the legal
ntry of the flour Into the Juarez
port. It Is said that the papers were
not forthcoming, and that as a result
Ihe matter was reported to Collector
of Customs Robert, who secured a
search warrant from the federal court
to search the Verela establishment.
While no Information would be
given out by the customs officers, who
are maintaining strict silence on the
smuggling developments. It Is said
that 700 cans of vegetables, quantities
of flour, clothing and other goods
were found to be without entry
vouchers and were forthwith held
pending a thorough Investigation by
the customs officers.
It Is said that Manuel Lucerl, a
member of the Juarez city council, Is
a member of the firm.
Demand Woman's RcleaMC.
Since the wholesale arrests of merchants and others charged with complicity in the smuggling some time
ago the Investigations In the federal
court have been going on slowly. All
of the persons arrested have remained In the Juarez Jail and no trial of
the accused has yet been had. A demand for an amparo, or habeas corpus, made Uy the attorneys of the
defense, was refused.
Among those In the jail Is a woCandelaria,
who
man, Evangelista
has not yet been given a trial and for
been
petitions
have
whose release
sent into the federal court. The woman was held following the arrest of
her son, who Is charged with aiding
In the smuggling opposite Ysltta. The
signers of the petition to the court
ask for the wor.ian's release, declaring that she Is Innocent and protesting against the action of the court in
holding her to testify against her
own son, which is not permitted by
the laws of Mexico.
It Is said the woman Is extremely
poor and has a large family, whom,
neighbors have been caring for since
her arrest. The request for her release has not yet been acted on by
the federal court.
Suit for Itwovery Filed.
The formal demand for recovery of
the three car loads of wheat which
It is said Is the property of American parties, was made yesterday In
the federal court by American Consul
The demand
'Thomas G. Edwards.
for recovery Is made on the Mexican
government, In whose name the
wheat was confiscated at the time
the Montemayor wheat was seized.
'The demand Is made In the name of
the Banco de Minero, which Institution still has custody of the original
bills of lading of the wheat.
Since the wheat in question passed
the Inspection of the customs officers,
who, contrary to the customs law, as
maintained by the plaintiff, entered
the goods without the original bill of
lading. It la said that the customs
officers and not the government may
be liable for the value of the wheat,
which has been damaged by rain and
exposure since It was seized.
RICH

SHEEP MAN

I

2. The
Sept.
Saguache,
Colo.,
mysterious death on July 15 of Cirlo
Agullar. a sheepherder, at a sheep
camp on Carnero creek, twenty-fiv- e
miles southwest of Saguachu, has
been cleared by a confession Just
made here by Narcesso Martinez,
Agullar's former employer
and a
rich ranchman of this section of the
state.
According to the confession said
to have been made to the local authorities, Martinez fired the shot that
killed Agullar,
Martinez and Pedro Tafolle, another sheep herder In his employ,
charged
arrested,
have both been
with murder, and bound over to the
court.
preliminary
Their
district
hearing was held yesterday afterwas made last
noon. The confes-loweek, It Is said, but wis kept secret
until Tafolle could be taken Into custody.
According to the story told by
Martinez, he killed Agullar to prevent the herder from testifying
g
case,
against him In a
Af-tin which he was the defendant.
the charge of sheep stealing had
been preferred ag.iiiist him Martinez
ays that he heard Agullar wanted to
.eslgti. He went to the sheep camp
and foun.li Agullar in his tent putting
n his shoes. Tafolle was outsHe at
.
le time, building a fire, according to
lh- - confession.
"I asked Agullar why he wanted
to resign, but he would rot give any
itason." says Martinez. "I then asked
nim if It was because he was going
to testify ag.iln"t me. He would not
answer, and I told him that if he was
going to testify against me I would
kill h!m. He replied, 'Then go ahead
and kill me.' I then grabbed n gun
th" wis In the tent and shot him."
This, in substance. Is the confps-sion

sheep-stealin-
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Pres.

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

Tim ETC.

M. R. Summers, Secy.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

CONTINUALLY

219 West Gold

Telephone 10

Fire Insurance

LOANS

Agent for the best fire
Inearenee companies. Telephone u the amount you
went on your reeldenee
end houeehold good: It
I dangeroue to delay.
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C L. Brooks,

Cannot Support His Family Without
Some Outside Help But With That
He Manages to Get Along.

w?rJ if

ABSTRACTS

Have negotiated loan
on Albuquerque real estate tor the pat 20 year;
without a single lose to
loaner. Safety and satisfaction to both parties.

Abstrae.a of title furnished on Bernalillo County propsrerty on short notice. The only set of abstract book that Is up to
date, Price reasonable.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
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London, Sept. 2. I am a bricklayer's laborer.
Sometimes I tramp from 5 In the
morning all day long without finding
anything to do. Usually I manage
to keep employed on an average of
five days out of the week. On rainy
days of course I get nothing to do;
and that is a great hardship In our
trade.
I make 14 cents an hour, and a
working day In my line is 10 hours.
This comes to $1.40 a day, or averaging five days I get $7 a week. When
employed on a rush (bit of "piecework" that has to be done In a certain time I make 16 cents an hour, or
$1.60 a day. In recent years contractors who put up building shave their
profits so close some of them simply
get back what they put in that they
cannot afford to pay men anything
extra. The consequence is we are often rushed to death on a piecework
Job that almost unfits you for work
on the next steady Job.
I have had to walk four miles to
work many a time. The long tramp
with very little breakfast comes pretty hard.

Territorial
Topics

llorpln Support This Fa mlly on S8.40 a Week.
Paris, France. Sept. 2. I am a the boy.
I begin work at 7 o'clock. I live
working carpenter.
I'm luckier than
workmen In many other classes, be- 1 nthe Montmartre district of Paris,
cause I don't often have to go hunt- near the parts of town where building is likely to go on, and right next
ing for work.
I am In a way under orders of a to several of the suburbs which are
master carpenter in whose workshop being built up.
As soon as I'm dressed I take a
I go to get ready pieces for houses
I'm engaged on. Then, too, I'm in big "bowl of black coffee, not eating
with several "Jobber" who don't for- anything with it. This Is the ordinary breakfast of the French workget me.
big family for ing man. The coffee, without milk
I have a pretty
to
and with two lumps of sugar, repreFrance six children. It is hard
rear them properly, but one of the sents a cost of half a cent.
boys Is old enough to work now, and
I always take my lunch with me
that helps me out. I get 14 cents an In a basket. This is our real breakpretty
days
fast. My breakfast consists of five
and
hour for
evenly six days out of each week; so cents' worth of meat, three cents of
the $8.40 I get per week is enough to vegetables, two cents of bread and
let us manage without the help of half a bottle of wine for three cents.
The frightened
from the platform.
Mexican struck on his head, producing concussion of the brain.
The
train was stopped and the Injured
man was taken to Phoenix, where he
was given medical attention, but he
lingered a few hours, dying without
regaining consciousness.
the county government of a
county in Arizona legally force railroad companies which take out one
license in the territory for each train
on the
to sell intoxicating liquors
train, to pay a license of $300 in
every county through which the train
runs? This question Is at present
causing quite a lot of comment in
Arizona,! due to the fact
that the
sheriff of' Pima county has forced
the Southern Pacific railroad to stop
the pale of liquors on the trains by
demanding a license for every train.

10

Going away from Blsbee, Arizona,
with the expressed Intention of visiting friends and relatives in Kansas,
Miss Hoxle Perkins, one of the moat
popular school teachers of the district, and E. H. McEchron, a well
known young man of Ulsbee, were
quietly married at Emporia, Kan., the
home of the bride.

HENRY

8quol to lrMty Itoniance
Which lUfrun at Sick Ik"l
ilrtric Is ft Trained Xurso.

Henry Hocker, Jr., and Miss Lily
Dalton Radcllff were married yesterday afternoon at the home of the
Rev.
avenue.
bride on Marquette
Hugh A. Cooikt, of the Presbyter-Ia- n
church, performed the ceremony.
The wedding Is the sequel of a pretty romance which began less than a
year ago, when Miss Radcllff, who
Is a trained nurse, was called to
N. M., to attend a sick friend of
the groom. The sick friend was healed, but Mr. Hocker contracted a malady of the heart that was fatal.
Mr. Hocker is an engineer In the
construction department of the Santa
Fe, and has been employed on the
New Mexico Eastern railway. After
a honeymoon spent in Denver, Mr.
and Mrs. Hocker will make their
home In Kansas City.
Be-le- n,

"For over sixty years Pabst has been brewing

!

Grijalva.
something
the train
him, run

evidently
thinking
rhat
worse than being put off
was about to happen
to
out of the car and leaped J

needed

M.

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
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2

116-11- 8

at Milwaukee

Ernest Meyers

& Co..

W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque.

Phone

125.

CHIROPO-

IIAIR DUJESSEH AND
DIST.

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She give massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of comup
the skin and
plexion cream builds
Improves the complexion, and is
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonlo that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of the
machines.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

.

CAN YOTJ BEAT THIS?
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The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from
'he start.

In the way of bakery products? Certain it Is that you'll travel many a
weary mile to even equal our cakes,
pies, pastry, rolls, etc. Our goods
are always In demand, because those
who know appreciate their excellence. But don't forget our bread
our principal pride and source of our
success.

RIONKER BAKERY
S07 South

First Street

1

PINION

TOHNIIXO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.
AND

Pht

Pabtt

BAMPLSt AND
CLUB BOOM

ro

No breaking in

-

DRY CEDAR

been to brew quality beer.
"No task bas been too great for Pabst no detail has been too small-o- nly
the final results have been considered the perfection of brewing.
Order cue of
Bint Ribbon today end tify younelf tht
quellty in beer, like quality in cverythinc else, ! worth having.

Made by

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

120

that's

shoe

EXCURSIONS

absolutely
rotnfortcble

WOOD

Beer of Quality
"There is a reason for this Pabst quality.
For four generations the constant aim and purpose of Pabe hi

VI

Finest Whiskies

I tot American Block, per ton.. $6.60
$8.50
Anthracite Nut, per ton
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
$9.50
per ton

Ribbon
Blue
He

The Demlng Ice and Electric company has been reorganized. The
stock in the company owned by Edward Walker has been purchased by
C. M. McCaney, who will be the local
representative of the company.

The 3t, Elmo

lo

COAL

Pabst

has shipped out of there this season,

a young Mexican
Jose (Jrijalva,
by ttie County.
fresh from Sonora, was fatally in"The most popular remedy In Otse- jured near Mesa. Ariz., as a result of
go county, and the best friend of my his Jumping from a moving train befamily." writes Wm. M. Pietz. editor cause be didn't understand the acand publisher of the Otsego Journal. tions of the conductor. The conducGilbertsvllle, X. Y.. "is Dr. King's tor of the train running from Mesa
New Discovery. It has proved to foe to Phoenix found Grijalva on
his
an Infallible cure for coughs and train without a ticket and without
colds, making short work
of the enough money t pay his fare, so he
worst of them. We always keep a decided to top the train and put the
bottle in the hotie. I believe it to young in. ui oft. Hut when the conprescription ductor reached for the bell cord.
be the mii-- t valuable

SKO00X30K3SX3SK3SK)SX)00
NOTICE IX) 11 rUBLICATIOX.
Department of the Interior, Tand Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Cres-encMartin, of Cabezon, N. M has
JOSEPH BARNETT, Ptop't.
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five year proof in support of his
Entry No.
claim, viz: Homestead
8221, made January 24, 1905, for the
West Railroad Avetuxe
lots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township
16 N., Range 6 W., and that said OSK3SOOS)SXDOSSxDSXDSXDSx
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Otero, U. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 6,
1907.
Me names the following- witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, vis:
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Eugenlo Chavez, of Bernalillo,
N. M.; Ellas Montoya, of Sandoval,
N. M.: Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N.

MM

beer.
"Quality produces quality.
"The best materials, the best workmen and the
best methods thre make the best beer.
"It is the quaL.y of the malt, the quality of
the hops, the quality ot uie Pabst methods
that make

all going to points In Arizona,

This

week only.

i

quality

A. H. Thompson, of Demlng, shipped a car of prime fat calves to
Douglas last week. This Is the third
car of fut stock that Mr. Thompson

Two business lots on corner. A bargain.

The burning and aching
saused by still soles and the
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS pvils of thin soles
aie preThey ovtrcjme Weaknm, Ir'oifu
iariw auij ouiUilotit,mcrattt viji sented by the Red Crc ss.
It
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Hon." TLjr are " I, If Ml rr
enables a woman to be on her
tin dp
totrirlari vumtnbuou. aid
vulnl'inuni ol otvatift nl botiy, M Feet for hours at a
time with
KHuuu rvntHjr for wiiotn
g,i.
thent. tnnfl 't do ttftrin IU
H
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ifr
v
lil
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tfOT T CHEMICAL JO uie,4.u
A stylish

tell you Pabst.'
"Let meSomething
about

Humors are rife in Demlng that
the Santa Fe shops are to be moved
back to Demlng and the huge smelter
located at Silver City, also to be sent
there.

$200 cash and balance in payments to suit pur

chaser with 8 per cent interest

an

Fe county.
There was a killing at Lordsburg,
X, M last week. In which one native stabbed another one to death.
The murderer escaped.

Will buy a 5 room cottage, with 2 lots, close in.

r7((

(tQ A A A

Pueblo Moreno was killed and Ito-mKschoba and Manuel Luerra
were badly hurt by a cave-I- n at the
Hannlgan & Co., mine near Tyrone,
lost week.
Juan Duran, a miner employed by
the Hermosa Copper company near
Hancock, X. M., was crushed to death
Saturday in the mine by a cave-I-

Antonio Ortiz y Salazar, a pioneer
of Santa Fe, died Saturday.
He had
held many official positions in Santa

Having stated but a short time before that he did not feel well, Mike
McDonald, aged about 44 years, one
In
of the best known blacksmiths
that portion of the territory, got up
his
to
from
bed and walked
the door
of his room, above the Legal Tender
saloon at Lowell. Ariz., falling dead
across th(j threshhold.

P

1

Three room cottage 2 lots in northern part of city on
installment plan. $50 cash.

MarrlniiO

Can

.

(fcQCA

MISS RADCLIFF IS WED

n.

According to the Silver City Independent. Supervisor Mctiure of the
Oila national forest, will shortly proceed with the building of what will
be called rangers' nations.
These
will be comfortable but unpretentious
homes f ir the forest rangers.

few acreage lots at bargain prices on the installment plan. Finest garden land in the valley Water plenty
for irrigation. Fruit trees on every lot. Within three blocks of
electric street railway and city water pipe line. Unequaled for
suburban residence, poultry raising or gardening. High, rich,
loamy soil.

it

Colic,
Cliolcra and
Chamberlain's
Diarrhoea Remedy. Better
Than Three Doctors.
"Three years ago we had three
doctors with our little boy and everything that they could do seemed In
vain. At last when all hope seemed
The stock and farming Interests
to be gone we began using Chamthroughout the territory are in exberlain's Colic, Cholera, and Diarcellent condition.
rhoea Remedy and in a few hours he
began to Improve. Today he Is as
Arthur R. Wheeler, of Louisville,
A Tombstone, Ariz., landmark, the healthy a child as parents wish for."
Ky died Saturday at the home of his
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
Old O. K. livery stable, fell Saturday
brother in Santa Fe.
killing three horses and damaging a For sale by all druggists.
Juan Martinez, a native aged 20. number of buggies.
Bring us your jot) Tortc. Prices
is dying at Naeo, Ariz., from the efthe very lowest and the work will
Silver City will enforce her
fects of a rattlesnake bite.
inspection anywhere. Business
Is
stand
the
A
duel
late
law.
and calling cards a specialty.
Vol. 1, number 1, of the San Mar-cla- l, cause.
X. M.. Standard, a newsy weekly, has made its appearance.

F.ndoiNtNl

known for lung and throat diseases."
Guaranteed to never disappoint the
taker, bv all druggists. Price 60c and
11.00. Trial bottle free.

CITIZEN.

IS HELPED

CARPENTER

BY AID SOCIETY

Miss Mary Alda Dletz, of Santa Fe,
daughter of A. W.
the
Dietz, died Saturday afternoon at the
capital city.

CONFESSES MURDER

EVENING

John S. Beaven
fB

'If

If

502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

To Colorado and east
ern points. On sale daily

Nt. Si, Rid Cnm
Pauml Call BliuUr,
S40O

until Sept 30th. Return limit October 3 1st
Rates to principal points.

)xfords,
$3-S-

o

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
121 RaUroad

Avtaua

re-tur-

CURE the LUNGS

or Minneapolis and
return $52.10. Tickets on
St. Paul

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
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F
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Standard Plumbing & Healing Co
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THROAT AND LUMG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED

sale Sept. 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct. 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Office for Particulars.
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Account I. O. O. F., Sov.
ereign Grand Lodge.

KILLthe COUCH
AND

Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
$18.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and
(60 day limit) $72.90.

I
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E.

PURDY,

Agent.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

A MAN AND HIS

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By

EVENING

CITIZEN.

MONOAY.

WIFE

the month of August
was the largest in the
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WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

MANAGING EDITOR

history of our busi- ness for that month.

WHY?

si'ust'Himox n.Ti:s.

Because we are

One year by nmll in advance
One month by mnll
One month by carrier within cily limits

Jff

M

giv-

ing better goods for
less money. We are
giving courteous and

$5.00
50
60

prompt attention,
personally and on
this basis we respectfully solicit a
share of your

Knttrcd m second rlaea tnnttcr at the Postofflcc of Albuquerque, X. M.,
ndcr Act of CongreM of March S, 1879.
--

The only illtiMrntcd dnlly newspaper In New Mexico ami the best ad

vrrtMng medium of the Somliwcxt.
THE

AI.TtCQrEUQUTC C1TI7.F.V IS:
The touting Ucpiildlcan dally and weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and the "Square Deal."

THE AI.nx'QlT.nQI E CITIZEN HAS:
The flncpt equlpiel Job department In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Asswinted Press and Auxiliary News Service.

Furniture. Crcckeiy,

F. H. Strong

"WE GET T11E NEWS FinST."

a6or vs.

2. 1007.

IT IS A FACT
m
That our business for

the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

W. S. STRICKLEK

SF.PTKtni:it

Co
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The right of man to live The right of man to work.
Hriefly the above outlines the prime principle of our lndivi.lu.il liberty.
Back of that Is the fentence Imposed dpon man when the gate? of paradise
cloned behind him: "Uy the sweat of thy brow thou shalt earn thy bread."
Today Is Labor Day and while The Citizen doesn't Intend to dig down deep
Into the question of how man came to work, The Citizen does Intend to
call attention to the fact that man must work.
He must work with his hands, his brains and his heart that Is If he
finds true happiness here below and earns a reward hereafter according to
his beliefs in the life across the great divide.
No man ever shirked work and enjoyed life.
The first thing man fell
rielr to was the right to live his life ns to him seemed best according to the
laws that God and man have made in their Infinite and their human wisdom.
And the second primeval right which man Inherits at birth Is the right to
work the right to earn his bread by the sweat of his brow.
dt matters not how he does It.
He may work with his hands in the
fields or on the public highway.
He may sit all day at a desk, pen in hand.
He may pull the throttle or feed the furnace but man to get the best In life,
must work and his heart must back up his brain and brawn.
It is a sign
f our mental, moral and physical growth that today the nation, the state
and the territory observes as a legal holiday, the fiesta we call Labor Day.
The day originates with unionism.
Unionism, like capital, Is a production of labor a production of a higher, better, more competent labor.
Unionism is for the grent part, the realization of the worklngman's
higher Ideal.
Retter pay and shorter hours for better labor and more intelligent work. The worklngman he of the pick and the shovel, holds LaDay
more sacred perhaps than he of the pen and the book. This should
bor
not be. Labor Day should hold for every man the same significance. That
Is for every man who obeys that command given the first man.
Every one of us who honestly and faithfully labors for that dally bread
stands upon the same footing upon this occasion.
Labor Day too, marks the passing of toll. Toll still exists in some parts
of the world but there is less toil where there are more unions and there Is
less toll where men better understand their primeval right the right to live
and the right to work.
"Don't I know what labor is," said one man.
"Its what makes me
work like a dog to keep life in me, the missis and the kids. Look at me!
My shoulders are stooped; I lost that finger In the cogs; I got this scar in my
cheek when a fly wheel exploded. I know what labor is all right its working to keep alive."
We don't like to consider that phase of labor today.
That man was
embittered.
He had suffered as a whole lot of men have suffered.
But
after all, hard as was his lot, wasn't he raising the kids? He was contributing something to the world a few more good- citizens wWh brains and
brawn. . He was doing his share in the war of life and what soldier who
fought well and h.rd, but carried upon his body, the scars of battle?
Life has Its ups and downs most of them downs perhaps for some of
ns.
Life is a terrible big machine and perhaps none of us understand it.
Is it the working out of some gigantic plan or is it merely all chaos?
Human existence ia something that Solomon tn all of hi glory did not
understand and Solomon was a wise man. There has never been any machine so intricate and so complicated ad
this life of ours. No machine ever had so many cogs and pulleys. There
any machine that produced so many countless thousands of
nave?
things.
' U.te was complicated enough a thousand years ago,
but it was then nothing to be compared with what it Is today.
they added thousands of wheels and
Men kept living, growing, thinking
cogs to the great machine and each wheel and cog meant new problems to
.
be faced and solved.
And this little puny human life of ours when all It parts are fitted together makes a machine of wonderful proportions.
'.s
And this Is where we finally arrive in considering if a)l.
What makes
the big machine go? Labor Its labor that does it.
Then laying aside all the hardships, the Ills, sins and sufferings of individuals, what is lahorT
Xabor Is not toll, drudgery, hopeless slavery.
Labor Is the right to
live and the right to Work the oldeBt law and the oldest right of man.
Labor Is Rot merely working for money, food, clothing, glory or honor.
Labor Is adding something to the world producing creating.
One
man digs the coal so that we may heat our homes in winter and run our factories; another governs the throttle of the engine; still another constructs
buildings; another plans them.
Some gather cotton while others spin it
One herds the sheep upon the range; miles across the country
Into cloth.
One writes a book for our educaanother Is making wool Into raiment.
tion; another composes beautiful music for our homes and churches.
Its all labor, and this Is Labor Day. Does it belong to the bollermaker,
the printer, the sheepherder, the engineer?
Work done with the whole heart is labor; labor done under protest, is
toll.
The only one for whom today does not exist is the man who does nothing. We won't think of him today.
His life is its own punishment.
He
Is not even a cog in the great machine he don't help to make it go. Some
one else is doing his share.
Without him there would be no toil.
He Is a part of
But he !s with us much in the minority, however.
human life a part we don't understand.
Today belongs only to
But this Is Labor Day and he doesn't figure.
those who are helping to make the big machine go and the big machine Is
moving slowly ahead.
'
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Hunter's

There la one thing about married life that would save a whole lot of
heartburnings if all young people could only understand it at the beginning
of their married career.
Yet It Is a simple truth that runs through all of the relations of life.
Tt
Is difficult to state this truth In a single sentence, but the object of this editorial Is to make it plain.
One trouble with all of us l that we exaggerate the Importance of our
own opinions ns to the regulation of the universe.
It Is this exaggerated ego
that makes most of us such bitter and uncompromising partisans in politic,
religion nnJ other relations of life.
We attach so much Importance to what
we think that we are not Just to the fellow who doesn't think as we do.
If he doesn't think ns we do, why then he must necessarily be eternally
and everlastingly wrong in our opinion.
When a man gets Into business he finds that he Is not Independent, but
that his position In the business world depends somewhat on the position of
everyone else with whom he conies In contact. .His ego doesn't go far until
it gets bumped.
It runs up against other egos.
He finds he Isn't the whole
thing.
Then If he Is disposed to run things to ?uit himself that is. If he is
naturally tyrannical and most of us are he picks on his wife. If fhe won't
stand for it. then the children must take It.
If he has no children he is very
apt to take a kick at some friendless dog.
There are many wives who get all the physical exercise they need doing
house work and raising the children but are so overawed by the opinion of
the supposed head of the house that they don't get the mental exercise they
actually need to keep the mind growing as It ought to grow.
Then the fool husband gets tired of his wife, and makes himself believe
that she hasn't kept up with him and Isn't quite In his class.
When that
happens, some other woman, perhaps much more showy, but not nearly so
good, takes first place In the man's affections.
In most cases It Is the man's fault.
He didn't give his wife a chance
to grow.
He took all the opportunities for growth to himself.
And In
many Instances the growth was In the wrong direction.
The woman remained good and pure, while the man with growing wealth and opportunities
for enjoyment degenerated.
And then he wanted somebody less good and
pure than his wife for a companion.
The marriage relation generally begins with love.
And It Is possible
to continue It In love until death after a happy old age.
But one must not
be so selfish as to want to do all of the growing.
The pair should grow
together, each helping the other' to grow.
And the only thing that grows
after reaching physical maturity is the mind.
And that's not giving the
remainder of the universe a square deal.
One thing, therefore. It would be good for young married people to understand, i that each party to the relation should be fair and Just to the
other, that each should develop to Its fullest the best there Is In the other
to the end that love may live, and this' precious pair of God's creatures
who
have mated, shall walk down the avenue of time hand in hand ' two souls
with happily harmonized thoughts, two hearts that beat as one.
and his new position, and If they
don't suit him, he will return here.
Mr. Kobell is a member of the
Volunteer Firemen's association, and for several years has been
assistant fire chief at the Santa Fe
IWIMMWMKWfWWItW shops, ... f
The parochial: school of the ImmaEverybody is going to the Labor culate
Conception church will open
day ball at Casino tonight given by Tuesday
and It is expected
the Ellis' orchestra. No Intoxicating that the morning
will have the largest
drinks gold and no objectionable attendanceschool
Its history. It is betdancers admitted. A most enjoyable ter equipped inthan
ever before and the
time Is promised. The proceeds of Indications are that
will have a
this dance go toward furnishing new very successful school it year.
Father
music for the opera house and dance A. Mandalarl In a lengthy sermon
orchestras.
yesterday, urged the members of the
who have children of
Two natives, Catrlno Marin and congregation
age to place them in school
Frank Owens were arraigned before school
give
them the benefits of an eduPoUce Judge Craig this morning on and
The Reverend Father made
the charge of disorderly conduct and cation.
one
of
bust
the
educational
talks
drunkenness. The two engaged In a
fight at "23 East street Saturday heard in the city In many days.
Prof. J. E. Clark, territorial sunight. Upon the testimony of owena
of public instruction,
and a witness. Marin seemed to be perintendent
accompanied
by Mrs. Clark and their
the chief offender and was sentenced
to pay a tine of $15 or lodge In the little daughter, arrived last evening
city prison for fifteen days. Sentence for a short stay with Prof. Sterling,
of the city public schools.
In regard to Owens was deferred.
Prof.
Clark and family will leave tonight
San Marcial Is going to have an on No. 8 for Lansing, Mich.,
to
visit
and competent Jeweler and friends. With them will go Miss
N. H. Andrus, who Is Grace B. Norton, of Benton Harbor,
watchmaker.
now located on Gold avenue in this Mich., who hus been assisting concity, will move his stock of goods ducting the teachers Institute at Santhere within the next few days. Mr. ta Fe.
Andrus Is watch inspector for the j Miss Ellen Schouff, a missionary
of
Santa Fe on the Kio Grande division, and can more easily attend to India, will deliver an address at the
church this evening on her
his olticial duties from San Marcial. Lutheran
travels In India. The public is in
Mrs. Andrus and daughters will con- vited
to
attend.
Schouff Is an
tinue their residence in this city for Interesting talker Miss
and her addres
some time yet.
will doubtless be exceedingly enterJudge Abbott Saturday adjudged taining.
Morley, the well known footPeter Ellenbecker insane, anil order- ballKaycoach,
was un Albuquerque visied him confined In the territorial inover
tor
Sunday. Mr. M irley has restitution for Insane at Las Vegas. El- cently given
up the gridiron and is
lenbecker was taken from a Santa Fe now
devoting his energies to mining
He has an illusion
train recently.
raising cattle.
that he has a lot of money In Cali- andProf.
w. 11. Decker, superintendfornia, and while In the county Jail
of
ent
the public schools at Gallup,
ak-ed
awaiting the action of the court,
a visitor in Albuquerque Yesterthe Jailer many times to let him was
day and left last night for the Carbon
out so that he could get his money. Cily.
Prof. Decker is Just reternlng
He is about 4 4 years of age and. according to the county physician, li from his vacation spent in Colorado.
harmless.
At this season we snould eat sparand properly. We should also'
Lee Schellenberger, the veteran en- ing
the stomach as much as posgineer of the Rio Grande division, help by
sible
use of a little Kodol ochas quit the throttle and will continue casionally.the Kodol
the quest of the elusive dollar in the Dyspepsia will restfor Indigestion and
the stomach by
drug business. Mr. Schellenberger actually dlgestlrn
of the food Itself.
began his railroad career twenty-seve- n
by
Sold
11.
J.
& Co.
O'Rielly
years ago In Kansas, and at the time
of quitting the service was the oldDe Witt's Little Early xlsers don't
est engineer on the Hlo Grande divi- sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
sion.
Mr. Schellenberger
will now
by J. H. O' Rielly & Co.
take an active interest In the drug take. Sold
business of E. C Mead & Co., of
Are you looking for something? ReSan Marcial, of whieh he, has been member the want columns of The
a partner for some time.
Evening Citizen are for your especlai
It talks to the people and
A. Kobell, of 1002
South Eat benefit.
street, will leave this yvening for they talk to you.
El Paso to accept a position with the
"Regular
El Paso & Southwestern
as tank Is an expression aas the Sun."
as the race.
Mr. Kobell has been an No doubt the rising old
foreman.
and setting of
employe of the Santa Fe at the local the sun Is the most regular
perform-anc- e
shops since
and In his departure
In
unless It Is
the Santa Fe loses a valuable man. the actiontheof universe,
liver
and
bowels
He resigned the same position here when regulated the
with Dr. King's New
that he goes to accept, and majteg the Life Pills. Guaranteed
by all drug-fia- t.
change because the new position will
He
pay him more money. Mr. Kebeil
said t'hls morning that he would leave
De Witt's Carbonized Witch Hazel
his family In Albuquerque until af- Salve penetrates the pores and heals
ter he finds out how he likes Jt:i I'atu quickly. Bold by J. II. O'Rielly & Co.

ABOUT TOWN

The Citizen extends a welcome to the Standard of San Marcial and to Its
nie more paper for
editor. A. C. Ladd, an experienced newspaper man.
New Mexico, which means that many more boosts and that many more settlers tn the country putting up the best Imitation of the garden of Eden In
all this Blnful old world. The Standard U a clean, live weekly and will win
out.
Lord Brampton, celebrated English "hanging Judge," at 90 years regrets
ia "no longer able to take an active part in the life of the world."
while General William Booth, of the Salvation Army, at 80 Is planning to
live and work until 100. This marks one difference, perhaps, between killing men and curing them.

that he

The Wall street crowd has nothing on the New Yorker who galloped
Into the bankruptcy court with liabilities of $1,154,812 and exempt assets
amounting to ll&O.
King Edward can rest easy on one point that his new million-dolldiamond, which Is as big as a hunk of cheei-e- , could never be safely disposed
of by an outsider.
ar

government
John F. Oaynor, of Gaynor and Greene, the
Is said to be aftllcted with "a trouble of the knees." Knocking tolong-Indict-

contractor.
gether?

More than 6,000 dogs were killed for food last year in Germany, and not
was recorded.

a single growl from consumers

Walter Wellman might as

well put the rest of his remarks on ice until

he has something definite to Impart.

So the mornlg paper admits after all that the club was sot stolen from
Truth crushed to eurth will rise again, etc. and etc.
Chief McMlIlln.

Delight
m A Good Gun

I Ammunition
a

Ammunition By the Car Load
If you need anything in this line call or write to us

Our Prices Can't be Beat

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

Our sort of School Clothes puts a Boy on his metal
and his manliness stands right out They're just
right Don't think of buying cheap or inferior Clothes
for a School Boy. It won't pay. It never pays ! Our
School Suits can not be made better or priced lower.
Our prices and quality agree.

New-Mexic-

Our sort of School Suits are. made from the most durable
Cheviots and Cassimeres. Sewed with
strong-butto- ns
on with ttrong linen thread. Every point where
strain comes is reinforced. Nothing omitted that would
add to the appearance of the Suit. And yet we name
such moderate prices as

'

Silk-lini-

$3.00, $4.00, $5.00,
We

i

.

guarantee

School Suit we sell to hold

every

ngs

or $7.00

$G.OO
up

to the

high

standard

NOTICE

rearesenf.

Desl-derl-

Atrli-co- ,
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FOK PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
August 19, 1907.
o
Notice Is hereby given that
Carabajal, of Atrisco, N. M.,
has filed notice of his intention to
make final tlvo year proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 7260, made September 29, 1902,
for the E
NE 14, E Vi SE 4. Section 30. Township 11 N, Range 2 W.,
and that said proof will be made before H. W. S. Otero, V. S. court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
October 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Juan Baca y Anoya, Romulo Chavez. Juan Castas, Donaclano Tapla, all
of

we

MANDELL

f
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Today being Labor Day with the sun shining bright and a big base ball
game on at Traction Park, The Citizen goes to press at 1 o'clock Instead of
at B o'clock In the afternoon.
The Citizen's staff labors six days in the week
Today The Citizen's force from the
and generally a portion of the Sabbath.
managing editor to the office boy Is going to see the base ball game.
The
paper may not be quite up to standard but the indulgence of Its readers is
aked. The Citizens wants to root for the Brownies. Come on and Join uh.

Winchester Repeaters
Remington Automatics
L. C. Smith Guns
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers

WE FILL

I

CONTAINS HONEY AND TAB
Rsllsvss Cold by working them out of
ths system through copious and hssJthy
aotion of ths bowels.
Coughs by cleansing: ths
RslisTS
mucous membranes ol the throat, cheat
and bronchial tube.
"As pleasant to the taste)
a Mafia Sugar"

Children

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

I

i

f

L

f1
I
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We Have Just Received a Full

it

Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

ALBERT
FABER'Sl
Like It
Central Avenue
... Staab
ui
cc9Trk3

For BACKACHE WEAK KIDNEYS Try
BiWltt'i Kldnej
Bliddir PUli-- Sufi

ui

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

hi"

N. M.

MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

PRESCRIPTIONS

308-31- 0

i!k

W.

Building 8

--

Moxn.w, srrTEMnr.n

Albuquerque

io7.

2,
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TOMORROW
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THE ROAD BROWNIES

E

SCHOOL

THINGS

DO'

TO

GAME FROM THE

ofirty

always
stock
Prices ARE right
You know the goods
A fall

'

i
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Home

Strictly at
C6e

CoHiinnilbus

Motel

Rotter Rink

w

representatives of Albuwholesale houses and eastern
which have traveling men
their headquarters In Albumet Saturday evening over
"Seiner's cafe In rooms adjoining the
territorial fair headquarters to discuss plans for the Traveling Men's
day of the big fair.
The men who sell things on th?
road are the men who do things, and
that things will occur Traveling Men's
day of the territorial fair is already
w ritten history.
Present at the meeting there was the puggy Mr. GIroldl,
who sells Duke's Mixture by the carload, and the attenuated Mr. Lester,
secretary of the New Mexico Traveling Men's association, who sells Fairbanks soap, and there was Seymour
Lewlnson, representing the long established house of L. 13. Putney &
Co., and the clever Mr. Dillon, of
Gross, Kelly & Co., every one a live
one, and numerous others beside.
The discussion of what should be
done to the visiting traveling men
and the visiting public on Traveling
Men's day covered everything from
baseball diamond to the banquet
room. The traveling men will have a
float In the big parade, and It will
be a gorgeous affair,
plenty of
paint and tinsel and taffy. They will
have badges made for the occasion
and every Knight of the Road will
be expected to wear one.
Committees were appointed as folA

dozen

querque
houses,
making
querque
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Strife of Young Idea.
time in the territory there Is a great incentive
to the
young to strive for a good education.
The commonwealth Is in the infancy
of the development of Its natural
and the opportunities of business ofTered to the young are exct
tionally good. The community is not
overcrowded: nil the Una r.ha.,..a o.
not gobbled; great capital is not necessary. All the young man needs la
energy persistence with average
men..
tal faculties trainer! h
cation. Because the boy whittled his
i
ur"
ociiuui, or oecause
girl
whispered and wrote notes, is the
no reason to Predict flu Inirlori.oi
f,,.,.
for the youthful offenders, nor do
the modern methods of teaching deal
....-,,- ,
mm jiupjis onenaing in such
matters.
.Many an adult has been
hindered from pursuing a useful career Just because his voutr.ful impulses were unduly curbed.
Discipline Is necessary in any school, but
the rod is no longer
a
necessary adjunct to discipline.
In
the normal schools of the country the
teachers are trained to have sympathy with the pupil in his natural Impulses and to deal with him along
the line of his natural propensities.
The boy who shows an Inordinate desire to whittle his desk is encouraged
to pursue a course in manual
ing where he can learn to work trainwith
tools, and the girl who can't resl.-- t
humming during the school session Is
encouraged to nnv Asiwiai (i.niinn
to the musical instruction provided.
rvverywnere it is tne aim of teachers,
noi. 10 irain up a class or model pupils who know all the ru'es; who can
recite in concert like one person; who
are automatons that make a certain
move at a given signal, but to develop
each individual pupil along the line
Of his own individuality.
The Idea
that methods of duratlnn
lib
patent medicines the same kind of
a aose ior ail is an ousolete idea,
love tho Teacher.
There is another idea that is fat
becoming obsolete and that Is the
idea that pupils should think It necessary to hate the teacher.
There
was a time when the school teacher
was a demon of terror to pupils, but
that day has passed with so many
other fallacies of former years. The
principal rule of the schools in these
times is the golden rule.
At the present

at Sknting rink Thursday
night "Tug of Wiir'' on roller
Spcvlul

KlKlit men. Also exhibi-

tion hy Mr. Cortes of driving sixty nulls in 11 minute, blindfolded.
Admission, Including Skates, 25c
LADIES FItEE.

C. F. Allen
Galvanized

hoi

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
Tanks, Hot
Air Furnaces,

Ji
General

(in

Rooting,
Guttering, etc.

Jobbing

305 West Gold

Admissiotii

Open Day and Night.

Meal at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - -

UnclerSavov Hotel
C E. SUNTAAGG, Proprictof

lOc

45 Minutes of Amusement

Crystal Theatre
SOXGS:

Weeping Willow fcltudeM.
Smile on Me.
The Deserter.
Ktoi-ml IihIs Do lilow.

cop-jjere-

NOTED SUNDAY SCHOOL

Charles Benjamin, lillly Schrolnk.
Refreshment Committee M. L. De- vlne. chairman; W. E.
Albert
Soell and Dave Murphy.
Float Committee Frank Flllmor.?.
chairman; Eugene Kempenieh, F. E.
Bingham, George Stetson.
Badge Committee L. C. Bennett,
chairman; J. F. Laux and Walter
Dickey.
Seymour Lewlnson was appointed
chairman of the reception committee
and he will appoint his assistants.
Be-tts- ,

Program:
Albuquerque Sunday school wo.i;-er- s
are enthusiastic in anticipation of
the approaching visit to this city of
Mrs. Mary Foster Brsyntr. field secret try for the Intt r.ia i r.al Sn:d iv
School as'ociall m.
Mrs.
I'.iayner.
who is now in Ci'.irai). will spend
J. It. fclOTTI, Mu,lcnl Director.
ten days In New Mexico the fore part
of Septemtter.
She will io'jver addresses at Rattn. l.n Vegas and
rin l is exp.vt-- 1
to arrive
here about the ljih of the moi.tu.
She will be l:i
Albuquerque thn-days at least and possibly niort'V
Mrs. Brayner will deliver three adEverything New and F:rst Class dresses
in this city on the folowins
Kates Reasonable
subjects:
Sunday School Methods."
"County
Opposite Depot
"The World's Convention st il 'mt."
Methods" an l "The Atijl!
Owen Dindale
I'Ror. "Primary
Libit; Claw Movement."
Thirsty Soldier.
Italy.

HOTEL PALACE

DR. HAHAFFEY DIES OF"

CJEERJN

four-corner-

'
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ana
duuBnor Luwuer
mill uo.

'

Champion Grocery

'

(..nNYriea.
622-2-

Dr. Albert Lewis Mahaffey,
many year a practicing physician for
of
Albuuueroue. Hiieeiim,v,,l m n. rail
ages .of a cancer in Chicago on Saturuay aner a prolonged and heroic
right for life. The end came peaceX
ful.
..For more than t'hret years thH
skillful physician and self sacrificing
humanltanltarlan had battled against
what he knew was the inevitable,
never permitting
his own hopeless
condition to Interfere with the work
to which he was devoting the later
years of his life. After an unusually
successful career as a medical
r.
Dr. Mahaffey consecrated his
later life to the treatment of Indians,
a field In which, at the time of his
entry, there were comparatively few
laborers.
After graduating
at Hahnemann
college in Cleveland, Ohio, Dr. Mahaffey practiced his profession for
eighteen
years
in
Minneapolis,
Minn., accumulating a goodly supply of wealth. Then he entered the
government service at White Earth,
Minn., and in 18H4 was transferred
to the Indian school at Albuquerque.
In 1898 he bought a ranch in the
Sacramento valley near Hoopa. Cal.,
where also is located an Indian
school. While at this place he met
with the accident which precipitated
the disease which tlually ended his
useful career. In 1901, while going
to attend
an Indian patient one
dark night, he was thrown from his
horse and injured In the side. The
lingering nature of his injury attracted attention, and It was discovered that his wound had disclosed a
cancerous tendency previously unsuspected. Then ensued that
truRk?
against odds almost hopeless which
has been watched so sympathetaai'v
and so admiringly
by his in;m'y
friends in this city. In 1902 Dr.
retiimfl to A ihiwniMrmtu n
companled by his wife, who berame
matron or tne toydepartment of
the Indian school at this place. Two
or three vears aeo he wenr to Min
neapolis, where an operation was pcr- loinieu, a portion or tne intestines
beiniz removed. Thrt t.nMfit ami Be
lief were but Ifmn. ira rv hnunu, r
and about twq weeks ago a second
oi-- i a i ion
mis nuoitimeu 10 in
from the effects of which he
nevr recovered.
Dr. Mahaffey, who was a man of
scholarly attainments outside of his
profession, was born In Adams county. Ohio. May 9, 1K47, ami was married in 1'ortsmouth, that state. In
November, 1871, to .Miss Elizabeth
Mcllheney who survives him.
The
funeral will tie in charge of Harmony
lodge of OilJ Fellows of this city,
of which Dr. Mahaffey was a prominent member. He was also a member of the Baptist church, and had
a large number of warm .friends In
this section.
piac-tlonee-

Ma-haff-

tjni-cag-

o,
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CITY

Out-of-tow-

AROUND TO THE CITIZEN

OFFICE FOR A COPY. THE

LET

US

109-1- 1

FOR

YOUR

1

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel. 480

& WITH

Meat, Poultry and Fish

Your

CALL

CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex,

PRICE IS $1.

W.

N, M,

Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
rressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
J;

BUTION. SEND THE BOY

211

ALBUQUERQUE,

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works

FOR DISTRI-

SCHWARTZMAN

VIADUCT

f

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

THE VALLEY RANCH

Central, Tel. tS2B

If you want to get to a cool place In a hurry, wire ma at Glor-letX. M., telling ns what train you will take and com on up.

a,

Children's Eyes

Our wagon will meet
The round trip fare
ranch is St and the
We will try to aee
good.

6

sir

you.
to Glorieta la SS.OO; the Mage fare to the
rate at the -- anch la S8 per week.
that you have
good time. The fishing In

THE VALLEY RANCH

Pecos, New Mexico
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Summary: Bases on balls: off Northaus, 6; off Galgano 1. Two-bas- e
hits:
O'Brien, Double plays: Harmon to
Crittenden; Shay to Diamond
to
Shay. Hit by pitched ball: Doran,
Rathburn 2, Kunz. Struck out: Rv
oaigano, a; ny .Northaus, 5. Passed
ball: Doran. Time: 1:45.

SILVER CITY

FACTS

1.11

can't be rubbed out Here are some:
Paint is the only preservative known
for buildings; the better the paint the

C. H. CARNES, O. O.

longer it lasts. The M. & P. palnU
are rich in color, durable and don't
peel off. If you are painting your
house or barn use M. & p. paint.

The Central Avenue Optician
114 Central

Iltono

Ave.

Consult - a

Reliable

152.

Oentis

Full Set of Teeth
Cold Filling
$1.50 up
Gold Crow.ia
$6

rainless Extracting .

PROVES A

.

BIO

$8

. ,M)c

ROYAL

HOSTESS

TO

.T""ZS-'S,-

w
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ALBUQUERQUEANS

Shrlners

N

ment They Received.
"The people of Silver City are it
whrn It conies to kno.winir how io
entertain, and nd mistake."
This was the universal opinion of
trie wearers of the fez, who returned
to Albuquerque Sunday mornlnit from
attending a ceremonial session of the
shrine held In the Grant county me
tropolls.
"We had the time of our lives.'
said O. A. Cushman, one of the parly
this morning. "We Initialed thirty- two novices and did the thing in a
most elaborate style. The big parade
look place on Friday, and the town
practically suspended business whiie
the brilliant procession wound i.
way through the streets. The novices
clad in whiite were perched upon
mountain mocking lints, and each
of the birds was attached to one
long rope at which some of the ceremonial officers tugged and pulled
while others drove the four footed,
long eared animals.
"United States Attorney W. H. H
Llewellyn was one of the novices,
and the major was game to the fin

GO.

These Are
Carriage
Buying

--

Days

t j xx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;
Tne farltlan
3 Beauty Parlors

Easy Terms

2

and
Low Prices

izo south reartn St.
Fclil Mni(c
Shampooing
ElcctrolosJt

Scalp Treatment

Manicuring

in

Children's Hair Cutting

Albuquerque Carriage

manufacture all kinds
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs. Wigs, etc.
KRAI, IUIU VETS
'anitary French
Hair Rolls.
new
The
pomp Wave.
All
shades to be worn under the
hair Instead of raffing one's
own novelties In back and sids
oombs.
We

Mr. and Mrs,

Corner First and TIJeras Road.

TOO MUCHI MONEY?

James Slaughter,

B
B
E

Line ot Rubber
SIXF INKING.
HAND HATERS.
RIXI-inERK-

.

PEXCIIj KTAMIf.
INK PA1S.
A IX TIME SAVERS.
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THE BANK OF COMMERCE
AiDuquerque, new Mexico.
CAPITAL
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Miss PIIILURICK'S KINDER ARTEX

A certain man opened a checking account
with 01 not long:
He deposited in the
Bank what cash he had, and paid all bills
by check. Before long-- he discovered that he
was earning- enough and spending- too much.
His checking account gave him a complete
record ot all receipts and expenditures. To-tathis man is saving regularly because he
opened a clucking account with us. You
can have the same experience at no expense.
WE INVITE YOUR ACCOUNT

0
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SPENDING

Proprietors

R
U

u enJoy
'In,;ie
Z:intena
by.
pas ushalinJr
don't urge you
we have many good styles

,ne ummer
If you
an exrenlvV
rang,7 of
modtst lnmoa!
within
Top Buggies Runabout,. Stanhopes. Surrey? .nd Spring WagonT
of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you
not nnh
Wtj
vsuv
do

Hair Drtssloc

H. 8. LI1HQOW
Cougt!
Kennedy's
Syrup
The Albuquerque
Geronlmos re- acts gei.tly upon the bowels art.!
Book Binder
system
turned to the city this morning from clears the whole
of coughs
Socorro with the green waving vic- and colds. It promptly relieves in
Rubber Stamp Maker
toriously in the air. The game yes- flammation of the throat and allays
terday, played on the diamond at the irritation. Sold by J. M. O Rielly &
312 W. Gold. Phone, 824
Socorro county fair grounds, resulted Co.
in a score of 5 to 3, with the Albuquerque boys carrying away thta iii' '
end of the swag. The batteries were: ccicxxyxxxxxxxxxyx&ocoooooo ootxxocxxxxxxxxocxxoc
For S icnrro Zlngerly and Cook; for
(2
Albuquerque, Allen and Edwards.
Helwt-played fast ball for the
WILL
OPEN
NKPT.O.
at short, making several specIn the Woman's Club Itiiiltling 011 Wet Gold Avenue
tacular catches.
The ( 'eroiuniiis
Tuition. 30 XT year, of S6 week; 7 fid s r quarter of wt'ekg,
found Zingerly much easier to nit
In advance. Mis l'liilbrick Mill be at kluiergarten all day
IMiyahle
than Hagermsn and land! on him
Sulunlu), September 7 Ii.
for at lea-- t ten clean ones. AJIen
pitched a ttegdy game for the Green.
yjocxxxxxxxjo
1

m

DRS. COPP ami PFTTIT.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARM I JO BLDQ.

Cannot

Praise Too Highly the Treat

LUMBER

Corner Thlrf and Marquette

.

Returning

GRANDE

Phone 8

ALL WORK AMSOLnnULY GUAR.

"The ceremonial session w as hel I
in the auditorium of the Elks' new
opera house, arid the banquet was
served In the basement of the new
opera house. Every phase of the af
fair was done in style and with extravagance.
"And by the way," concluded Mr.
Cushman, "you nuiy say that the new
opera house that the Elks have buiit
at Silver City Is as fine a hall as can
be found anywhere in the suuthwe.-t.-"

UP WITH THE

AND READY

OF

J

Phnnt 51

ALBUQUERQUE.
Tlayers
AB.
H.
.. 3 R.1 0 PO.0 A.0 E.0
Kunz. rf.
1
Clancy, s
5
1
1
3
4
YOUR HIGHEST COX
1
3
1
Galgano, p
2
0
4
o
4
0
1
2
0
Graham. If
SIDEll.VnoX.
1
3
0
4 0
5
Diamond. 2b.
McHue, cf
0
4
0
0 0 0
Xegleet
1
1
Rathburn, 3b.
2
0 0
0 HCltool ago of them now, during theli
when the strain Is areat.
1
Shay, lb
0 13
2
3,0
mean much suffering In
McDonald, e
3,2 0 6 2 0 may
life, which Is CMKily avoklet! now. after
Let
us examine them; we will tell vou
Total
30 7 4 28 18 2
uicir
charge.
coiHiiiiou without
Score by innings

ish.

GEM

15

SOUTH

JYults anil S

ORY IS NOW COMPLETED,

10
10

37

W. Tlleraj

4

Co.

THE NEW CITY DIRECT-

fourth run to adorn the Clifton end
of the score board came In the sev
enth and was the result of a single
and a doume and an error.
A very wet field made the game
a very stow one. Score:
CLIFTON.
AH. R. II. PO. A. E
Plavers
Paroldy. 3b
6
I 0 2 2 0
Doran, c.
0
6
7
0
Brock, lb. ..
0
2 12
0
1
2
1
3
O'Brien. 2b. .
1
0
Crittenden, fs.
2
Hughes, If. . ,
0 0
0 0 1
Marques cf. .
0 0
1
1
Hannon, rf. .
1
0 1
1
2
Northaus, p. .
0
3
Total

Seasonable

Vegetables.

u

Lheu0nTly P'an'1
Is equipml In the southwest
ped ,f make
Doors, Mouldings. Store Fronts andthatFixtures
or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected
do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing yourto order
for mill
worK.
i.- -

...

Vtnul.,

MeniH.

I're-l-i

i

CHICAGO

WORKER COMING TO
ALBUQUERQU E

Eighteen men wearing base ball
stilts (lopped around in mud and wa
ter at Traction park for an hour and
forty-fiv- e
minutes yesterday after- noon tossing and batting a small
sphere of wet horse hide In a game
that looked very much like water
polo. A bunch of miners from Cllf- ton, Ariz., was on one side and ollie
Matson's Brownies were on the other.
and each side was trying to see
which could make the most foot
prints In a
slab over
which Galgnno, of the Brownies, and
Aortnaus, tne wen Known Yellow
Kid, were hurling the wet
horse
hide.
The Brownies registered the most
foot prints on the slab and consequently won to the gratitude of about
i0 fans, who filled the grand stand.
The score was 7 to 4. but It might
have been larger had the field been
faster. The Brownies made the seven
and then became tired in the slow

going.
i lie lirsi inn runr llle
loine
made camp In the first inning right
on tne real. Kunz was thrown out
Clancy and Diamond doubles. Gra.
ham singled and the damage was
cicne. ine seeond two runs came In
the second Inning and was the result
of a dead ball, two stolen bases, an
error and a seerlflce hit. The next two
were made In the sixth an error, a
passed ball, two stolen bases and a
two bagger by Diamond, and The
lows:
final score was made In the eighth
Baseball Committee K. O. Abra- and was a gift, being made on two
ham, chairman; J. A. Scales, J. It. passes, n dead ball and nn error.
Teasdale, E. L. Collins, A. Coleman,
The Clifton end of the game may
M. L. Stern,
Frank Willandy. Joe be more briefly told. Thrw of the
Gondlander,
"Candy"
Jones. Leo rour scores came In the firth and
uans, Al. K. Norton, E. J. Meyers. were made on a pass, a dead ball, a
Haywood,
William
Kd
Learner, sacrifice hit and three singles. The

,

, (i-

Santa Fe Restaurant

B

Tomorrow begins the seventeenth
yenr of the Albuquerque
public
CANNED
schools; tomorrow the long: summer
vacation ends and over two thousand
B
pupils will gruher In eight different
school buildings to begin a season of
Mudy under the tutelage
four teachers. This city Is now qualiB
in fied
line
to provide a thorough common
high school education
and
to
every child able to attend and. while
there Is much to be desired In tha
way of better
material
equipment,
B Our
there Is nothing lacking In the qualifications f those employed to Injj
struct. The average ability of the Albuquerque teachers la high, very hi
and compares favorably
with the
teaching force of any city of Its size
In the country.
OI)tcles Overcome.
When It Is considered what obstacles were in the way of building
up the system of public schools in
the territory, the present status of
the schools Is little short of marvelous.
WithOHt a rich farming community
to feed wealth into the city:
cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxocxxxxxx
without big endowments
from the
government; without a hundred advantages which are enjoyed by the
schools of the middle states where
the sale or leasing of school lands
lias furnished the means to provide
every luxury and convenience, yet
the progress here In public instruction has been steady and sure. Xo
child need lack for an education In
Albuquerque; no parent need bewail
the lack of educational facilities for
his children. All the essentials are
taught free of charge to whoever
presents himself at the public school.
The poor people of this city may feel
thankful that these advantages are
afforded their children;
that their
children have a chance to rise just
CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ as much as the children of the rich.
Day of Sorrow to Youngster
From the pupil's standpoint,
especially the sma.ll boy pupil, tomorrow is a day of sorrow and regret
Inaugurating a whole season of sor-roand regret. He would have the
year one continuous vacation;
whole
-1
K,
rv ".
one long round of thoughtless pleasure. To this member of the community, school is a hardship apparently,
yet a little hardship harms do on.-?not even the small boy. Moreover,
while he begins school with dread,
he soon adjusts himself to the routine of the school day, and no matter
how hard he may strive not to learn,
there are certain studies that interest
him and he learns in spite of himseif.
There Is no pupil so stupid or stubborn but that he will learn to rei
write and .figure a liule, and in dav
gone by that much was considered
a
liberal education. The growing generation
of
the
New
v
native
A-Mexican
r
need not sign its name by means of
Ac
v,
v. .. .
yj
nets niaiig- .',',1 i a 'Cross th imihlln

'rs

Where to Dine Well

cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxrxrxxxxxxx)
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Are your bnvs and Kins nronerlv
shod for their walk to and from
school? if not let us remind you of
me laei tnai we carry ss complete
and up to date a line of reliable
school shoes ns you can find anywhere and are able to supply your
want at ft moment's notice. Prices
are as low u Is consistent with good
ouillty. C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Central Avenue.

FIRST

Are Traveling Men's Day Vlll Be Nordhaus Was Easy-Fie- ld
Slorpy-Sco- re
the Biggest of
Them All.
7 to 4.

Albuquerque
Schools
The place to get any- - B Equal to
Best-Duties
the
thing in the line ot the 5
of the Pupil.
E
famous brand

FRUITS
and VEGETABLES

r
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citizen.
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FIRST DAY OF

PA. J. MALOYS
214 Central Avenue

IS THE KNIGHTS

evening
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West

W. t. RATTE SON
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ntl OuQi-flir.Silver Avenue.
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Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQCTE

ThC.K SIX.

L SECURES

GET

RELEASE OE
TWO

PROMOTION FRANK DECLARES WILO PANIC

FOR

MEN

IT'S ALL

CLEVER

REPS

ft

Sept. 2. The
Chihuahua.
Mex..
Mexican Central men are greatly
pleased with the action of United
States Consul Luther T. Ellsworth.
In Rocurlng the release of Engineer
Haffey and Conductor Anderson, who
were Imprisoned at Jlmitiex. Mr. Ellsworth, In the ohort time he has been
there, has proved himself a true
American and looks out for the interests of his countrymen, something almost unheard of among American
consuls In .Mexico.
Haffey was In Jail 27 days In consequence of the killing of a Mexican
tramp by his train. The latter was
found on the tender as the train near,
ed Jlmtnez, and, as the fireman was
tired, was pressed Into service to help
on the engine. Later he was missed
and, while switching In the Jimlnex
yards, his body was found on the
track.
Romance In Ca.
Back of Haffey's case there Is a
pretty romance. He was engaged to
a girl In old Kentucky. Her name Is
Nora Grooch. When she learned of
his trouble she wrote a pathetic little letter to President Hoosevelt asking his Intervention. It reached the
president and went right to his heart.
"He may not amount to much to
anyobody but me and his dear old
mother," she aald, "but It you could
look Into his honest face you would
know that he could never harm anyone. Now, Mr. President, for the
lore you bear your wife, help me."
The president Immediately ordered
the state department to act without
delay as a result the engineer has
been exonerated and freed.
Conductor Anderson was charged
with robbing an American named
Brooks whom he visited In Jlminez.
Brooks swore to the warrant and then
boarded the train for the states and
has not been heard of since. Anderson proved that he had about the
same amount of money that he had
previously deposited with the Chinese
proprietor of the hotel.
Merchants of Albuquerque.
All the business men of Albu- can assist materially In
f querque
advertising the big fair, by
bringing to The Citizen office
business envelopes and
fa" their
having an advertisement printed
V upon the reverse side. The fair
association will pay all charges,
a" and
the management urges all
are Interested in Its success
fV who
to avail themselves of mis
7 means of rendering
assistance.

V

T
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Denver, Colo., Sept. 2. Although
they both deny that their transfer
Is a promotion, Charles Kiddlf.ird and
Chester A. Macomlc, the two young
postofllce inspectors
mainly Instrumental in securing the conviction of
the Lost Bull! in promoters, left Denver last night for opposite sides of
Mr. Kiddlford was
the continent.
transferred to the postottice inspector's otTlce in San Francisco and Mr.
i'l
office
Macomlc to the central
Washington, D. C.
"I have not been notified of any
promotion nor of any increase in
salary," said Mr. Kiddlford before he
went. Yet. according to the Washington newspaper. Mr. Macomlc Is
to become chief assistant to the Inspector In charge at Washington after he has been there long enough
to become familiar with the details
of the work.
And If Macomlc Is to be promote J
It is practically certain that Kiddi-ford- 's
position will be bettered also.
It Is a significant fact that the announcement of the transfer was made
Immediately subsequent to the verdict In the Lost Bullion Spanish mines
fraud case. This Is one of the most
Important convictions In the history
of the postottice department, and It
Is only natural that such good work
should be recognized substantially.
Mr. Kiddlford came here from the
Spokane office three years ago. He
has done sound and valuable work all
along, but nothing out of the ordinary until he saw the Lost Bullion
company's flamboyant announcements
In a Boston newspaper.
It was he
who set the Investigation going, and
the
he and Macomlc accumulated
evidence which enabled the government's attorneys to present such a
masterly case.
Mr. Macomlc came to the Denver
office In July, 1906. He was the man
who went down to Silver City, examined the Lost Bullion limestone cave,
wrung a confession out of Oeorge S.
and Lee Du Bols. and did a large part
of the field work.
Kiddlford is a naturalized citizen of
the United States, having come over
from England. Both men are young
and their records have been made
after an unusually short service.

Kansas City, Mo.. Sept. 2. Frank
Kockefeller, a brother of John D.
Kockefeller, the head of the Standard
in emphatic
Oil company, denied
language last night interviews credited to him recently alleging he would
soon give to the country Interesting
the whererevelations concerning
abouts of William Kockefeller, his
father, the head of the Kockefeller
family.
Mr. Kockefeller has been In Kansas
He
City since Wednesday morning.
came here on business from his ranch
In western Kansas.
He went to the
Mldlnnd hotel and wrote on the regname,
ister the
"Jno. Robinson. Kansas."
He was assigned to room 309.
Mr. Rockefeller was met in the
lobby of the hotel last night by a man
He was accompawho knows him.
nied by J. T. Bird, vice president ana
general manager of the Emery, Bird.
Thayer . Dry Goods company. Mr.
Kockefeller had been to dinner with
Mr. Bird at the latter's home, "Elm-hurstThirty-sixt- h
street and Broad-

WITH AMPT.E MEANS

WHILE

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL

'Y;J''';

Sweetheart of One Had Made Post Office Inspectors ol Lost Denies That He Gave Any
Appeal to President
Interview About RockeBullion Case Get
feller Pater.
Roosevelt.
Raise.

Irosi(lent ami

a. m.

way.

"How are you, Air. Rockefeller?"
a newspaper man asked.
"O. yes; I take your paper," replied
Mr. Kockefeller, smiling and moving
toward the elevator. "I get it out
on the ranch."
"It's a Lie."
"How about the alleged Interview
your father's
you
concerning
with
whereabouts and the revelations you
expect to make Involving John D.
Kockfeller?" he was asked, when the
opening presented Itself.
"It's all a lie!" Mr. Kockefeller exclaimed.
He used a strong expletive with the
word. His face was flushed and his
hands clenched. He was angry. The
words came like the report of a revolver and his explosive tones caused
others in the hotel lobby to look
around.
"I seldom swear," explained Mr.
Rockefeller, in quieter tones, when
"But
himself.
he again controlled
this
that's the only word that fits
case. The New York Times put-estory
the morn
a denial of that
ing following Its appearance in the
New York World."
Won't Talk About Father.
Eczema.
"Then you never gave the intergood
suffering
view
credited to you." he was asked.
For the
of those
"No, sir; never,' 'he replied.
with eczema or other such trouble, I
wish to say, my wife had something
"Is your father living, and If so,
of that kind and after using the doc- where is his residence?" he was asktors' remedies for some time con- ed.
cluded to try Chamberlain's Salve and
"I'm not talking about that," he re
moving towards
It proved to be better than anything plied emphatically,
by
she had tried. For sale
all
the elevator that 'had been descend
ing. "I'm not talking about it and I'd
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black well

o. e.

cromwell.
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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Steamer Aonpulco as She Lies on Her Side TV n lay at the Pacific Mall
Dock In Sa n
fleer, asleep in his berth, made a
San Francisco,
Cal.,
Sept. 2.
One of the most remarkable acci- thrilling escape by wading through
water, neck deep, to the deck, where
dents in the maritime history of the he Jumped for the dock Just as the
Pacific coast occurred on the eve of vessel sank. All the scenes of mid-th- e
departure of the Pacific Mail ocean wreck were enacted within
steamship Acapulco. After her cargo! three feet of the dock and tumultuous
valued at about $150,000 had been excitement prevailed until It was
and passengers were prepar- - tlvely learned that there had been
Ing to wave goodbyes
to
friends no loss of life.
ashore, the big vessel suddenly turn- The Acapulco's cargo Is practical-e- d
turtle and sank In 50 feet of wat-- i ly a total loss, though a large num- er, snapping the ropes which held ber of wine casks may be recovered
ner as if they had been threads
uninjured. Hundreds of bags of flour
Men. women and children
ran. and other perishable goods are ruln- shrleklng up to "the decks and were ed. The cause of the accident Is be- rescuea wun aimcuny.
a snip s oi- - ing investigated.
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Capital and surplus. $icu,ooo

posi-load- ed
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INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

j

rather you wouldn't talk about It."
Then he stepped Into the car and
was gone a few minutes to his room.
When he returned he went at once
to a waiting carriage and was driv-

IS

en to the Union depot.

printed In
The story referred
the form of an Interview with Frank
O. Rockefeller, asserted that he was
writing a true account of the life of
the elder Rockefeller which he expected to make public. When he did
so, it was said, it would cause a senIt
sation throughout the country.
was said t'he story would reflect on
his
D.
of
because
Rockefeller
John
treatment of his father.

BADLY

DIVIDED

to,

The Limit ot Ute.

Washington, Sept. 2. By a majority decision the Interstate Commerce
commission has declared the railroads throughout the country again
open to attacks of
industrial
lines.
The ruling, however, has caused an
apparently hopeless division among
the members, and a strenuous effort
Is being made in several quarters to
have the case reopened and

The most eminent medical sclent-I- t
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
sts are unanimous In the conclusion
limitathat the generally accepted
news.
the
beyears
many
Is
tion of human life
low the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
I Dr. William' Indian Pis.
race is now possessed. The critical
.Ointment will cure mini
'llleecl.De
ana Kchln.
period, that determines Its duration,
Piles. IiabsorlM the tumor..
seems to be between 60 and 60; the
Hllays
Itching
at rairt, ac t
tbe
proper care of the body during this
as a Doultice, s es instant decade cannot be too strongly urged;
wnuams
ur.
nci.
inamn
file oi,
carelessness then being fatal to longment is prepared for Pilesand lie,:
evity. Nature's best helper after 60
tCrevy box '
ing of the pr'vate parts
Is Electric Bitters, the scientific tonic
arrnnieu. ny arui:g"i". uy niau on r
of prii e. fiO cent Am CI.OO. WiLLIfr
medicine that revitalizes every organ j!
i ifreiann urn.
u MHINIi i'l..
of the body. Guaranteed by all drugIOR BALE Bf T YAJTO ft ON.
gists. 60 c.
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Thrills and Throngs!

Carnival and Confetti!

THE BIG FAIR
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico's

Twenty-Sevent- h

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
"FIGHTING
THE
FLAMES"
Coney
Island First, White City Next, and at Denver Now
At
The Most Thrilling

Spectacle of Today

Absolutely the same show, the same management! Presents a wonderful drama of metof the marvel
ropolitan life. The fire alarm, an outburst of flames, thrilling rescues-A- ll
ous feats of a modern fire department Uses two streets and many buildings; two fire
engines, two hose wagons, one hook and ladder, one patrol wagon, one automobile, thirty
five firemen, ten policemen and ninety actors A citv in itself. Also the
Hatcher-Russe- ll

Carnival Company

Ten Shows and Three Free Acts

RAILWAY RATES. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J.

A. WEINMAN

President

JAY A. HUBBS

Manager

ROY A. STAMM

2nd mnd Cold

1

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD RELIABLE.

ESTABLISHED

1ST

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE fROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries

The Biggest Carnival Week Ever Seen in a Western City

Goid

th. largest and Host Exclusive Stock ot StaDl. Qroc.ii.a
la th. Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

exp000000000000

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

OeXD0000OeX3tX)0000

Secretary

Convenience - Comfort - Security
Tbe telephone makes tbe
duties lighter, tbe cart Ira

aoI tbe worries fewer

rou nei

telephone
preserva
The
our health, prolongs your Ufa
end protects your houia

a TELEruuMb rv vorn

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

MONDAY.

SEPTEMBER

GQW1PERS

PRESIDENT

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

FOR RENT Light, airy well-futitsned rooms for rooming or ngnt
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, $1 per week
and up. MinnaplU House, 524
South Second. A. T. Devjre. Pro- prletor.
furnished
KENT Pleasant
FOR
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR RENT Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also nve
room cottage nicely furnished, with
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnished front rooms, near business cenCorner
ter: rates reionable.
Sixth and Railroad Apply a rear.
FOR RBXT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable: no invalids. Hotel Craigo,
Silver avenue, between First and
Sw nni street,
FOR RENT More people who need
a house, a room or a ranch, will
see this ad today, than even a real
estate agent covld interview in a
long time.
r-

V

jjjjj

FOR SALE
modern
SALE Five-rooFOR
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap if sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
built house, with 150 feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
care
return. Address "Ticket,"
Citizen office.
FOR SALE Some people prefer to
pay 5 per cent agents commission
on their sale, others advertise in
this column.
FOR SALE 102 Armljo Avenue, two
houses; barn. etc. $2,000, $1,500,
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
E. A. Cantrell.
FOR SALE Half Interest in estaby
lished poultry business.
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
frame house,
FOR SAL15
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
Copper
and Lovines, corner East
cust, $800, $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
A.Cantrel,102 Armijo avenue.
FOR SALE 4 -- room frame house,
barn, chicken yard, out house, corner East and Cromwell, $1,000,
E. A. Cantrel,
$800 cash, B. O. T.
102Armijo avenue.
FOR
SALE Home "made bread,
cake and pies, hot tamales, chile.
Call phone 1045. 408 Wet Tljeras
avenue. Orders taken for Mexican
lunches, Mrs. D. A. Austin.
FOR SALE Special low rates. To
Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas
City. One way or round trip tickets furnished in any part of the
United States. Low rates to California. See us B 4 U buy. Moore's
Ticket Office, 113 Central avenue.
Member American Ticket Brokers'
Association.
m

George n. Coriclyou, Postmaster General. Who. While 8eTClary of Commerce bjhI lnlxr. Held Dow n Attempt of the llmrui lcr
Mentioned liy Pres Idcnt Gompers.
"Washington. D. C, Sept. 2. What
Corruption Fund.
may be the most important develop"What does the association propose
ment in 20 years In the Industrial to do? Hire spies, establish agencies
history of the country is the
breakers, corrupt and bribe
of
ment among employers to organize to lawstrike
makers or others, maintain lob
make war on union labor. The next bies? Their officers would say 'no
three years will see a titantlc strug- at all.' The fund they say is to be
gle between unionism and the pow- devoted to 'educational purposes." Is
erful Industrial forces which have there not something concealed behind
united to cripple or destroy the un- the scheme to raise a war fund of
ion system.
something beneath evei
$1,500,000
The first movi in the big gams the pretended cause given by Van
Is the organization of employers un Cleave and indorsed by his capitalist
der the name of the National Asso- organization?
Is It not true that
ciation of Manufacturers, which has there lurks in his mind and In the
determined to raise a fund of $1,500,. minds of those who approve his plan
000 for a three-yea- r
campaign.
the thought, prompted by the hope,
Next came the starting, under the that the organizations of labor may
auspices of this association, of suit be crushed out of existence within
to test the constitutionality of the the next three years?
boycott and even of the fundamental
"We are neither a prophet nor a
principle of organization on which son of a prophet, but we opine in
all unionism is based.
August, 1910, the organizations of laThe case to test the boycott, or
bor. Instead of having been dimin"unfair list," is the case of the ished, will have doubled their
Buck Stove Co., St. Louis, James W.' strength."
Van Cleave, president, against the A.
A reason for this open fight by
F. of L. The bill asks for an InjuncIs found by government lation against an alleged conspiracy to bor experts in an increase In the numinjure thla company's business. An- ber of strikes which have as their obother case which Is of equal Import- ject the "recognition of the union."
ance, is a case which came to the suUnion Recognition.
preme court, July 11, entitled Law
The percentage of strikes concernvs. Lawler. It Is the case of a Coning
the recognition of union and
necticut hat concern that seeks to
rule constituted less than nine
test the legality of unionism in the union
light of the Sherman anti-trulaw. per cent of all the strikes between
1881 and 1885, and never reached 20
An effort is made to show that trades per
cent In any single year prior to
union organizations are trusts, can be
1896. During the five year period of
dissolved, or their organizers
and 1901
to 1905 they constituted more
members punished. The money to
d
of all strikes.
fight this case is understood to come than
From the employers' point of view
from the National Association of
recognition
union
leds to these
Manufacturers' treasury.
Accordingto Samuel Oompers, pres- "evils;" Closed shop, boycott, limilimitation of
ident of the A. F. of L., the employ- tation of apprentices,
output, dictation by the unions, and
ers' campaign has for its object the attempt
legislation.
to
The
control
According
destruction of unionism.
these
to Van Cleave, the purpose is to "cor- Van Cleave association Include
in the nominal obpects of hostility.
rect the aibuses of unionism."
Quite as significant as the organiBoycott a ItlKht.
zation of the Van Cleave movement
Gompers said:
is the recent appearance of other or"We are prepared to fight any legal ganizations among the employers,
steps which may be taken by organiz- such as the National Founders' assoed capital to divide labor or to de- ciation and the National Metal Trades
prive union organizations
of their association.
natural weapons of defense. This is
The Citizens Industrial Alliance is
the policy of the executive council still another organization for the anof the federation, unanimously deter- nounced purpose of resisting "un-Jumined upon after Its members had demands of labor."
been served with notice of a suit
lAbor lrt pantl.
brought by Van Cleave to enjoin the
While these organizations sound
federation from using the
big, and $1,500,000 seems like a lot
unfair list.
of money, there is a powerful force
"The use of the boycott list is one back of the union labor banner.
of the Innate rights of organized laThe A. F. of L. comprises 118
bor, just as much as the right to orinternational unions, embracganize, the right to speak or the right ing 27.000 subordinate unions, with
to have freedom in publishing the 700 independent local and federal untruth. We believe these rights are ions, besides 560 central unions and
constitutional and we are prepared to 35 state branches, making a grand
fight this or other cases to the su- total in the membership of the orgapreme court. Meantime, we will go nization of nearly 2,800,000 union emon doing what we believe we have ployes. The federation has in its war
every right to do."
chest the trifling amount of 95,0u'j,
Van Cleave said:
which, it Is said, can be increased at
"We want to federate the manu- - any time by a 10 per cent assessment
facturers to effectively fight Indus-- I by the mere vote of the central coun
trial oppression. We ought to have cil, so that Its defense fund may be
$500,000 a year for three years."
of thou- counted in the hundreds
Some of the money, it is admitted, sands, ag it may be needed,
will go for the hiring of lobbyists to
.n it Is millions against millions,
appear before congress and state leg- - In terms of dollars, and millions of
oppose
legunion labor
employes against the federated and
i.slatures to
rk-islation.
members of the employers' as- Kegardlng this, Gojnpers said:
sociations.
-
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ARE

PROSPERING!

Bred-to-La-

WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
and waitresses; also good cooks,
section foreman; good wages,
fiotbnrn's
Employment Agency
100 West Sliver Ave
Phone 480
WANTED Hoys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lunvber Co.
delivery
WANTED For
1UY
wagon.
Meat
Harlem
Market,
corner of Arno and Coal.
Intelligent
actlxc boy mr
WANTED
office work to leant ttudc. Appij
at this otlicc.
WANTED Position as clerk,
woman with some experience and good references. Address
115 North Fourth street.
WANTED A wash woman. Apply
909 Eleventh Street.
WANTED ? You cangetlt through
this column.
WANTED Girl for general housework, first class wages to right
party. Call 624 Copper avenue, af-t6 p. m. Mrs. Robt. Putney.
WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery
at less than cost to call on Mlas
Crane, 512 North
Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
also apprentices wanted.
WANTED Situation. Outside work
by a young man who Is r hustler
and willing to work. Address Box
C. F. P., care Citizen office.
woman for
WANTED Competent
cooking and part of housework,
good wages to the right person.
Apply between 1 and 4 p. m., at
Mrs. A. Rosenwald's, 713 Copper
avenue.
Young man".
WANTED Situation!
years or Hge, aesires permanent
position with a good reliable firm.
Have had three years' general office experience as bill clerk on a
typewriter and can furnish references if desired. Please address
Box C, L. L.. care Citizen office.

PERSONAL PROPERTY

LOANS.

Homeopathic

Pianos,

for the Label

P Matteucci
L, C. GIELITZ

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

BOUGHT, SULO
EXCHANGED

Asteoletlen Offlet
Tunfotloo$
Cuaranteto

II8W.R.R.A18

ROSENFIEl U'Ss

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU
200 8. Second Street

a

Wanted-- Ar

acres good
land and

FOUND

garden

Uiree-roo-

Small lapes lazuli brooch set
with pearls. Return to this office
and receive reward.
LOST An opportunity if you did not
use these columns.
FOUND Through The Albuquerque
Citizen.
FOUND Gold watch
chain and
charm. Owner can hnve same by
proving property at this office.
STRAYED One sorrel mare. Branded on left hip J. (1. White feet
and spot in forehead. Small sore
on each side of neck. Finder return to E. W. Fee. 602 South
First street.

LOST

ni

street

SALESMEN

1,000

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney at Law.

E. W. DOBSOX

FARE

CENTRAL

Th, Niagam

t,ll,

Route

"AMERICA'S GREATEST
RAILWAY SYSTEM

Or
'BIG FOUR ROUTE

MANGLED BY ENGINE

A mum want

ad,

home,
From house to house is sure

to roam,
And at each place its sure to
tell,

t

For

sale-f- or

sell.

Tare

$17.50:

CHICAGO,

from

I'FXHtIA,

$22.30;

laro from CHICAGO.

821.

New England Resorts
IVoui CHICAGO

or

ST.

LOflS,

$27.80.

6, jo, 20, 24; Sept. 10, n, 24, 28
ST. I.OVIS. One Jure I'lus $2.00 for

aub.

the Jtouml Trip.

buy or

Any

KT.

IOI

IS, One

Fare I'lus

J.

,

LVNCIL

PaurfMH.t

r Traffic Manager,

W. E.

224 W.

Gold

MAUGEP

WOOL

with Itaube and Uauger
Office, 115 North First 8C
ALBCQCERQCK. N. If.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERT. BALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CTTI
8econd Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights,
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
33 F. street, X. M. Washington, D. C. ALBUQUERQUE

Don't Forget The

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER

PLANING

MILL

TTIE OLDEST MTXIj IX THE CITY.
wnen in need of sastv, door, frames
etc. Screen work a specialty. 4
South First street. Telephone 40S.

Thos. F. Keleher

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
DETOES READY PATVT
13
Rooms
and 14, Cromwell Block, One Gallon Covers 0 Square
Albuquerque, X. M. Phone 13S.
ATJUJCTTO It OOF PAUfT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
A. E. WALKER

F4.

f

JAP-A-LA- C.

Fire Insurance.

408 West Rallreed Avenue

TOT! e OR

API
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Dealers In G recedes, Provisions, Ha
217 Wem central Avenue.
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
M. L. SCirUTT
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
this line with us.
Reel Estate and Loans.
NORTH TH ID BT.
Acent for the Travelers Insurance
Company, Hartforn. Conn., Life and
company
The strongest
THIRD
the
In
writing accident Insurance

STREET

Meat Market

All Kinds of Freeh

and Salt Mm
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KUEXWORT
WIIJJAM WALLACE M'CLELLAN
Masonlo BulldlDK. North TU-- 4
tr
Justice of the Peace. Precinct
No. 13. Notary Public.
Collections.
THORNTON A CO.
Office 221 North Second Street.
EXPERT HOl'SIl CLEANERS.
Street,
Residence 723 North Fourth
121 N. 3rd St.
Alubquerque, N. M.
Stove repairing, pouching and setting up a specialty. We hire only
the niowt ei!crleuced help In our e
TTIOS. K. D. MADDISOX
press line.
Phone, Office 400. :: Ret. 020.
Notary Public.
.

with W. B. Chllders,

Ofli

117

Wet Gold Avenue.
BORDERS,

mrm

UNDERTAKER.

w

$2.00 for

the Hound Trip.
Ilailroad Ticket Agent ulll he glad to five jou full
information and ticket you via

NEW YORK CENTRAL
WAUKF.X

Attorney at Law.

l ure from ST. LOUS, $27.

CANADIAN RESORTS daily until sept.
or

IRA M. BOND

MISCELLANEOUS

BOSTON and RETUrW

From CHICAGO
rent-t- o

Republic

CHAT AQUA and RETURN JSSffS-Sfif- .
far from

Alubquerque, X. M.

21$ South Second Sstreet.

rc

FffiX

Office Cromwell Block,

wrld.

Good to Return to Sept. 17
Tickets on sale Sept.
Extension to Oct. 4 th secured by deposit and fee of $1
Tickets Routed via Our Lines will be accepted' at your
pleasure by the Boat Linen in either Direction, between
Detroit, Toledo, Cleveland, and Buffalo. Also between
Albany and New York.
$6.00
Saratoga to New York or Boston and Ilcturn
to New York or iMMlon and return to Al- SldO TrlDS Saratoga
$5.00
bany
West Held, and
at Hat tie Creek, Detroit, Kuiiiliuky,pessenger
to leave last
Kara Fulls. On tioim; Journey
JlUfJUVei 3 stopover point not later than Sept. 9th.. On Jteturn
Joutiey 10 days within transit limit.

'mm

Attorney at Law.

C Wilson

t.

ACCOUNT OF MEETING

.

Mrs. M.

tll-m-1-

SARATOGA, N. Y., and Return

Grand Army

NCY WORK

Alubquerque, X. M.

A. Montoya

MICHIGAN

Saddle horses a specialty. Bel
drivers In the city. Proprietor t
"Sadie," the picnlo wagon.
RAStBROOK BROS.
Phone BBS.
tia John fStree

First National Bank Building,

Office,

g,

ONE

Highland Livery

FANCY DRY GOODS

800

Three room house and
an acre of land, three
miles north of town . ,
400
Three room house, furnished complete, two
horses, spring
Rood
wagon and one acre
of land
50
Six room house. West
New York avenue . . . 2,504
Six room house, West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,80
FOR RENT.
i
Six
room brick
house,
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
ward
20OO
Apartments In Hope flats,
two to six rooms, modern conveniences. $10 to 20.90
Four room brick ltottHe,
hnth, cellar, Fourth ward 23.40
Seven room brick house,
modern, furnished or un'
furnished, close In.
Three rooms for lighthouse-keepinclone in
15.00
Five room frame, First
ward
20.01
Money to loan in sums
to suit.

.

7

Y
Trimmed nHat

BARGAINS

abode house
$
Tli ree. room house, four
lots, North
Fourth

DU. C. A. FRANK
Fhydclnn and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Domett Building.
Office hours, 8 to 12, 3 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

New ai rivals of flnett Foreign Materials; handsome line In browns, th
leading shade for the coming season.
X. T. Armljo Building.

DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
Tvl 1 1 1 1 1M I
Rooms 9 and S, Harnett Building, &
Over O'RIelly's Drug More.
For the Next Ten Days
Appointments mndc by mail.
At Less Than Cost to Close Ont
Phone 744.
Summer Stock.
MISS C. P. CRANE. Millinery and
Dressmaking
Iarlors, 513
EDMCXD J. ALGER, D. D. a
North Second St.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. ro.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mail.
Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for
306 West Central Ave.
Phone 4S6.

Once, Servant Girl

ESTATE

REAL

TAILOR

geons. Over Vann's Prug Store.
Plione, Office and Res., $28.

DENTISTS

FOR SALIC

and

BREAD

Physician and Surgeon

Organs
Look
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
Occidental Ufc Building.
also on 8ALAR1ES AND WARS
French
880.
Bakery Co. 202 E. Central
Telcplwne,
HOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low aa 11
and aa high aa $100. Loans art
DH, R. L. irCST
prlvats
quickly made and strictly
Time: On month to on year riven
possession
Goods remain In your
Physician and Surgeon
Our rates arc reasonable Call and
FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
sea us before borrowing.
AND REPAIRBR
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from
Rooms 0 & 7, X. T. Armljo Building.
QKKKN rttO NT, tOS North riru
of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bid.
TORS.
&
BRONSON
BRONSON
JOSH West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICB8.
Open Evenings.
Homeopathic Physicians
and Sur- On

er

LOST

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

WANTED SALESMAN $75 per week
and expenses. Staple specialty. Old
established house. Permanent. High
priced men investigate. References.
Frank R. Jennings, Sales Mgr., Chl- cago.
apaible salesman to covWANTED
er New Mexico with staple line;
high commissions with $100 monthNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ly advance. Permanent position to
right
Ofman. Jess H. Smith Co., DeDepartment of the Interior, Land
troit, Mich.
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August 20.
1907.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque. N. M.,
Card signs, "Ttonir.t ror Rent"
215 WfSt Gold ie.
has filed notice of his intention to "Board," etc.. for sale
the office of
make final five year proof in support The Evening Cltlxen.
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 9473. made May 25, 1906, for
One pint mineral water cures anj
Kidney and Bladder Pills
the EV4, SW, Lots 8 and 4. Section areDeWltt's
constipation. Ask your groprevents
best
for
backache
kidweak
and
7. Township 10N.. Range 6E., and neys.
Sold
by
H.
O'RIelly
J.
&
Co.
it.
cer
for
that said proof will be made before
Probate Clerk of Bernalillo County
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
1907.
ROUND-TRI- P
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
VIA
Frederlo Gallegos, Darlo Chavez,
Venceslado
Jose Lion Jaramlllo,
From ST. LOUIS
Griego, all of Albuquerque. N. M.
From CHICAGO
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Take
Register.
Take
o
'BIG FOUR ROUTE'
It you want anything on earth, you "LAKE SHORE"
can get it through tl.e want columns
of The Evening Citizen. We get reFrom PEORIA Take
Or
sults.
Lake Eric & Western

BOY IS

Trinidad, Colo., Sept. 2. Wilbur
Hudson, a well known Trinidad boy,
was badly mangled by being caught
under the wheels of a Santa Fe engine at 12:30 last night. He was taken
to the hospital where he died a few
hours afterwards.
The buy was employed by the S.m-F- e
as night engine watcher at the
r'iun.1 house. He had just climbed
d"wn fmrn the cab of one engine and
was trussing the track
when another backed down upon him from
the direction of Commercial street.
He said that there was no warning
of the approach of the engine nor
lid he hear a signal of any sort. He
Life Insurance.
was caught under the wheels and
cents you can now one
For twenty-fiv- e
leg was cut oft at the groin, the
Insure yourself and family agilnt-any bad results from an attack of other just below the knee.
colic or diarrhoea during the sumKodol for Indigestion and Dyspep- mer months. That is the price rf a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- sla is a preparation of vegetable acids
era and Diarrhoea Remedy, a medi- and contains the same juices found
It dleesti
cine that has never been known to In a healthy ttomach.
fail. Buy it now, it may save life. what you eat. Sold by J. H. O'Riel-l- y
& Co.
For sale by all druggist.
Silver City, N. M., Sept. 2. (Sjiee-lul- .)
As an index Into the prosperous condition of Silver City and th-.- '
country surrounding It, the financial
statement of the two banks of this
city, the Silver City National and the
American National Just issued, make
a most flattering showing. The total available assets and deposits n.
these two institutions amount to over
one million dollars and are constantly Increasing as the business conditions of this city and various mining camps which are tributary to it
are forging ahead at a rapid gate.

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

FOR RENT

TRINIDAD

page sevex.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ht

Manufacturers United, He Declares, in
an Effort to Crush Unionism-Th- ey
Have Mammoth Fund on Hand.

SILVER GUY BUNKS

CITIZEN.

SAYS A

GREAT WAR ON LABOR IS ON

'

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

2. 1007.

LINES

CHICAGO.

F. W. SPEVCER
Architect.
IIOI'SE 11KMSIIFHS. Xi".W AND
SKtoMUMMl. WE 1U"Y HOlfcE-llOl.-

H

Room 40 and 47, Harnett Ilulldiug.
AluiKjuei'que, .V M. I'liont 555.

I,miS.

211 W. (.1)1 II AVE.

ti. MlUixEN, MANAUUl.

ALBUQUERQUE

TACK EIGIIT.

GIRLS GIVE DANCE

PERSONAL

Ymmgrr

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Jiimrsou. of
X. M.. are in tlie city visit-

ing and shopping.
Fred juho11i one of the genera!
merchant of Helen, was an Alliuijuer-iiu- e
visitor over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fern Snlveley. of the
Alvaiado curio rooms, left yesterday
on a pleasure trip to Kansas City.
Itibert Martin, of Kngiw, N. M..
inemlirr of tlie last territorial legislature. Is In tiie city for a few days
on business.
Filed States Attorney W. II. H.
Llewellyn passed through the city
Saturday en route to Santa Fe.
at las Crimes.
Miss Caroline Strong, teacher of
music In Vie public schools, has returned from spending her vacation
with relatives In Ohio.
1. M. White, a prominent civil engineer of Santa Fe. was a business
visitor In the territorial metropolis
yesterday.
Miss Nellie Brewer, the stenogra-ph- r.
has returned to the city from
a visit to Mr. ami Mrs. K. 11. Ferguson at Pueblo, Colo.
Mineral bodge No. 4, K. of P., will
hold an important meeting tonight to
which all Knights are urged to attend Work In the second degree.
K H. Uooth, the Second street tailor, returned to the city yesterday
evening from a visit to eastern martailoring
kets, where he purchased
supplies.
Col. W. M. Berger, the Helen attorney, is lit the city on business. Col.
Merger
has some Important case
coming up at the next term of Uni
ted states court.
The funeral
of Mrs.
Marlanlta
Perea de Otero was held this morn
ing ut 8 o'clock from the Sacred
The burial was at
Heart church.
Santa Barbara cemetery.
T. J. Sawyer, of the American Lumber company, and Dr. M. K. Wilder
visited Algodones yesterday for the
purpose of looking over property in
which they are thinking of Invest-

FOR BOYS
1.23 to

to IS
IS 14 to 2

8--

i

a'i

l.8.--

l.50 to 91'iT,
SI. 75 to 92.50

5'i....

to

1

FOR GIRLS
91.00 to 9I.H3
HI.2H to 92.25
91.75 to 92.50

84 to II
IIH toUi 6 2
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THE

Reliance Electric Go.
never sends inexperienced
workmen on any of the jobs;
one of the members of the firm
always gives his personal attention to all work entrusted to his
care. Let us furnish you with
an estimate on any electrical
work you may have.
Phone

502 West Central

131

ieirn H. l'f;ilt, "f Ijikuiiii. was
AUuiUi'iii visitor over Sunday.

Cooni-y- .

They are good, honest all solid leather Shoes, with
plenty of style and good fitters. They are nude in factories
where every condition is perfect for producing them in
large quantities at the lowest price. Our object is to give
We
'ft iha ViAct- valnoc frt tht tnrmpv nnrl t( IUaSC 'OU.
We
are
u
we
ana
To
want to keep
get your traae
want
always ready to show our goods and quote prices.

ing.
Mr. and Mrs.

Peter MeFarland,

Magdalena, are

of

the city the guesU
Mr.
McFarland has charge of the warecomll
houses of the
pany at Magdalena.
At 4 o'clock this morning occurred
fhe death of Mrs. Mary B. Hutzel at
514 R est Lead avenue, at the age of
63 years.
Mrs. Hutzel was a chronic
sufferer from rheumatism and Indirectly this was the cause of her
death. The deceased has lived In
for the last five years at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. A.
K. Vfernlng.
She was born at
Rochester, N. Y. During her last
Illness she was nursed by her
Mrs. F. M. Hutzel, of Kl
Paso, j Mrs. Hutzel was the mother
of four children, one son and three
daughters, only one of whom resides
In the city. The funeral will be held
tomorrow at 2:30 p. nr.,. from the
Wernlng home, 514 West Lead avenue, and the Bev. Hugh A. Cooper
will olliclate. The pall bearers selected are! Ft. Y. Short, 1. ti. McBpadden,
J. C. Hoyd, Fred Woodford, 11. Bell
and Pi J. Holmes.

321-32-

Plumbers

3

HARDWARE
W. Central

Tinners

Avenue

J

Every

1

la-liio-

Sea-o-

In

il

n.

ter

Ooss, B. MoMain, J. MoHue. Law

rence Ilfeld, Herbert Skinner, Walter

Allen, Charles
Benjamin, Clarence
Kogers. Kirk Bryan, Lawrence
Ralph Tastier, Benson Hewell, Sidney

Parth, Otis Harding, Frank Light.
Norman Male, Lloyd Sturges, Charles
Lembke, William Wroth, Chester
Dobson, Walter
Weinman. Hugh
Bryan, Jacob Robbins, Bobert Price,
Harvey BDtner, Louis Gumblner.

1

DENTIST

Haii moved to rooms 24 and
25, Harnett Bldg.
Most modern
ti electrical equipment In South- -

f

we..

WAXTKI)
itXISIIKl) 1IOI SK
. .Two
you ii); people,
tliorouitlily well, ilcwlre a well
fiirnl-Jietitiixlcrn liouns close
l.

In.
to room.
care Citizen olilce,
tlon and price.
1
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.
fC7ici

"XT..

iii i n

A IdresH XXX

Mtiiting

ni n rM
in
if Sept.
1,
,1

j

hoarding house
rsuuin Drouuway.

j
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iru

1907,

i
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Clothes That Are Worth More Than

Gentleman.

They cost that's the kind of

Address! Teach er, care
Kvenlng Citizen t t t i

clothes you like to buy.

Tomatoes

i

That's the kind we sell; and
they're Hart Schaffner & Marx

We are taking orders for these
little preserving Tomatoes.
y

clothes, because that's the kind

Only 5c per Pound.
Also 25 pound boxes of the
large ones for canning.

MONARCH GROCERY CO.!
Rhone BO, 307 W. Central

they make.
j

j

We don't know just. how you
feel about it; but we can tell you
cne ih:'ng-yc- u
can't find any
better clothes than these; there
are none made.

COAL
FOR CASH ONLY

American Rloek per ton
Cerrillos Lump
Anthracite Nut
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace sizes
Clean Gas Coke
Smithing Coal.

......

LUMBER MILL WOOD.
,
Green
Factory

$8.50
e.50
8.50
S.H)
9.50
6.00

$9.80
S.2S

W. H. HAHN & GO,

QIlVirHV

OXlfXVyil

CTI7DM
1.1X11

The Central
Avenue

Clh',

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
rirtt St.

109 North

All Kindt of Indian and Mexican Goods. The Cheapest
Place to bay Nauajo Blankets and Mtxlean Drawn Work
Malt Order Carefully end Promptly rilled.

511

nilO

ii n

LIISIVIIIIS

1".

iot.

WANTS SCHOLARS

n
KrVlfZ
WOOD
.

s,

TEACHER OF PIANO

guaranteed.

1ST.
STA1M.K AND FANCY GIUXITKIKS

nest flrciie of Hour.
a Specialty.

i

KwrythliiR in market always on littiul
"THE BEST ALWAYS."

garments fit for a kin- g-

FOR YOUR EAR

2

Coffees, Teas and Spices

AND FOR

508 W. C'cntrul Ave.

IMiono 238

Afade by tailors of the world's best.
Chosen for their skill in style, fit and finish.
TVbne of fthe stale sameness of the ready-mad- e
Cost of manufacture figured to a minimum.
Sold at a price that the local tailor cannot touch.
Our guarantee is unconditional. Try us.

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME

O.

CLOTHIER

When you deelro Absolute
Comfort In Properly ntted
Qlaaeee Consult ua.

A

srovn.tr, f.rarnjfnrii

Heat Kuropean and American methods, classical music;
and a thorough musical
foundation for beginners

IXOItEASIXG IN- - VALtTE STEADILY. 13 TO 20 PKU CENT. WE
HAVE HVE HTJNDKE1 DOLLARS
WORTH OF SMALL STOMAS WE
WILL SELL AT JXHVEll HUCES
TILX THEY CXS BE BOUGHT Ai
WHOLESALE.
VANX JEWELRY' CO.
One Door South of Drug Stone.

noticf
II. M. William

Dr.

j

You
Will
Soon
Need

GO.

Opens

t

The girls who are to give the
Misses Jean
dance tonight are:
Ooss.
Jessie Mordy,
Hubbs. Ruth
Heina Orunsfeld, Gladys McLaughlin,
Jo-(lertruile
Lillian Spitz, Adele
Walker. May Hazeldlne, Edith Walk
er. Allda Wright, Lillian Hesselden,
Brlson,
Mabelle Prison.
Jeanette
Borders,
Frances
Irene Borders
F.ileen McMillan, Ethel Fluke, Eliza,
beth Telfer.
Among the fortunate young me.i
'a ho have been asked to attend are:
Kenneth Heald. Will White, Ches-

In

daugh-ter-in.la-

THE WAGNER

Sa--

life.

Becker-Blackwe-

2

TON'GHI

The youngsters' soclul set will open
the reason Informally this evening
with a itance at the Woman's club
"nnd from activities noticeable today
in the "kid crowd" It Is going to bt
a brilliant affair. And the feature of
the dance is that the girls are doing
it all.
It Is to the everlasting credit
of the girls that they decided to
awaken life among the boys of the
"kid crowd" by giving a dance themselves and showing how to really entertain. The dance was planned on"
day last week when the girls held a
secret meeting at the home of on
of the younger social set.
"We'll Just show the boys a thing
or two," ald the girls and the indications are that the boys will cit up
and take notice.
Dancing will begln at eight o'clock
and will continue until midnight. The
girls will serve lee cream, cake and
punch. Pretty gowns and rosy cheeks
will be In evidence and the boy who
is not on that invitation list, knows
that tt is up to him to cultivate the
friendship of the little misses who
In the next few years are going to
be the belles of Albuquerque's social

of Mr. and Mrs. Luke Walsh.

Ave.

StM'Inl

Informal

ns I11 the city from
H. I.. Ortiz
S.mtu Fe ,vetprduy.

Our School Shoes Are Reliable

CITIZEN.

1

PARAGRAPHS
iin

El EN1NQ

Go

PERRY.

119 SOUTH SECOND

HABERDASHER
I

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
Exclusive Opticians

STOVE

I

110 South Second St.

Lp.nse Grinding Jone on Premises

::

(ft

EVERY THING

cor

A Majestic Range is conducive
to morality. No worry Light
expense Good results. A car

ICWELER

riNE

115-11- 7

STOVES
RANGES

load of them on the way. Come in
LOMMORI

EftBlII

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Wuu-lics- ,
Jewelry, Cut GIusm, Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Sguuie Dial.

POMP
J WliiL.

RHYQ

uii UUIO,

We

TUCV
I 111. I

First CIelss
323 South Second Phone 791

ADC

nill.

m
m

ITDCX
I

DLL

W

We want to sell your parents th Suit, Shoes,
Hat, Waists and Underwear for school which begins September 3.

r

en

MEAT

Every Thing in the
Meat Line First Class in
Quality
Best Prices Possible

MINE AND MILL

HOME COMEORT

SUPPLIES:

PLUMBERS

"xxxmxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxl

WORKERS

HEATING STOVES

and

TINWARE

131

'

1(5--

)

1

1

and

SHEET METAL

COOK STOVES

Your Patronage Is Solicited
and Courteous Treatment
Assured,

Mum

and

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES

ENAMEL

t?

IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

$6.50.

E. L. WASHBURN, COMPANY

n
as

MILLER

and

.

I
I

.

MARKET

Will be given absolutely free with boys' merchandise amounting to $10.00. Save your sales' tickets and when you have Ten Dollars Worth of
tickets, a pair will be given to you.
New Suits for boys are arriving daily, $3.50 to

West Cold

UTENSILS

SADDLERY
HARNESS

XV HITNEY COMPANY
Wholenale and Ixoteil Htirciwaro

UNION

A Pair of Patented Stilts

119

COOKING

WARE

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Your Needs lot the Fair

i

H. B. Wallenhorst, Prop.
207 West Gold
Phone 601

122 South Second

ENAMELED

& COMPANY

nBaaMaaHaM
Groceries and Meats

THE

NORTH FIRST STREET

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

Second

WATCH R&RAIRINQ

Ax

Between Central and Copper Ave. ,

HO
South

IN THE JEWELRY LINE

Jf.

OJ ,,! M

c

rS: M

l?LPSSf
5
&jVir--

17 SOUTH

riRST STREET

AND

401-40- 3

Jr
tl

SPORTING

NORTH

GOODS

and
AMMUNITION

FIRST STREET

Ik

Ci

